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AFTER JIMMY QUIT HIS JOB AT THE MEGAMART,
HE SET OUT TO FIND ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

WAY DEEPER THAN "WHERE'S THE CHEDDARWIZZ?"



That's how most mystic guru

meditation guys get started in

the business. Something

crazy happens and suddenly they're

wearing shorts that look like diapers, sitting

on nails, and spending the whole day search-

ing to answer life's greatest secrets. Bam!

Just like that, insta-swami. Funny thing is,

you don't need a turban, or nail holes in your

butt to get the most important answers to life.

You just need to keep getting Nintendo Power"'.

For you, that's easy. Just renew

with this card or call (800) 255-3700

and we'll send you another year's worth of

magazines and other great benefits. That's all

there is to it. After all, what's the point of

searching for answers *NINTENDO==i
===POWER*

when you can get *«

'em delivered to your house for 18 bucks*?

Canadian residents pay $25.
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He may not be the sweetest-

smelling superhero in the world,

but when there's a nose to pick

or a zit to pop, people

everywhere call on Boogerman.
Our in-depth review gives you the

straight poop on one of the icki-

esl adventures in gaming history!
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This month we're looking

back a full decade to the

introduction of the NES, the

system that brought video

games back to life with the

help of a pair of plumbers

from Brooklyn and a Robotic

Operating Buddy.

You waited in long lines in the arcade. You

coughed up the quarters along with every-

one else. Now take a look at the Super NES
version of the latest offering for Mortal

maniacs. We have the exclusive arcade

Kombat codes, and while you shouldn't

play with fire, we'll show you how to play

with Smoke!

lOffTfinmuersary

Special



Davenport, I/I

2. Nehemia Fitzgerald

Orlando, FL

i. Jason Nash

4

.
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5.

T
recently finished EarthBound,
and I loved it. I’ve played many

good epics such as Secret of Mana
and Final Fantasy III, but
EarthBound’s humorous graphics
and dialogue, plus its vibrating battle

backgrounds, make for an interest-

ing, fun and difficultjourney. I have a
few questions. Will there be an
EarthBound 2? Pokey seemed pretty

ne of my favorite sections in

your magazine is the Player’s

Pulse. I think you should make it

larger, though. I also think you
should print more letters and print

the envelope art bigger. I think you
should also write more replies to

letters. Except for that, don’t
change anything else because it is

perfect the way it is.

JAMIE BORZYCHOWSKI
NIAGARA-ON-THE-LAKE

ONTARIO

set on revenge at the end of this one.

Second, what were the models of the

heroes and monsters in the
EarthBound Player’s Guide made of?

KERRY DANISZEWSKI
ENGLEWOOD, OH

Actually, EarthBound, is a sequel The
originalNESgame wasn’t published in

NorthA merica No wordon a third

installment The models were made of
clayfor theplayer’sguide inJapan

A s is the case with most maga-
zines, yours is great, but I can

still find a few areas I would like to

see improved upon. First, I normally
like the reviews but feel that many of
the articles are for 3-year-olds!

Really, I think we can handle a little

more than what you are giving us.

Second, while I like Donkey Kong
Country, it is not the best game ever,

as you seem to think. Every issue late-

ly has had something relating to

DKC in it It’s getting a little annoy-
ing. Sorry if I sound like one of those
people who can never be satisfied.

I’m not. I still think your mag is

super, withjust a few minor flaws.

KEVIN O'BRIEN
LEOMINSTER,
MA

I am concerned about the NU 64.
* My reason is temptation to buy
another system, namely a Sega
Saturn or Sony PlayStation. I have
been a loyal buyer of your products
and have never bought any other sys-

tem. I have looked at the pictures in

Nintendo Power of some of the

games and they look great but April

1996, when the NU 64 is scheduled to

ship, is a long time away. I want to get
one but it might be too late and there

might be a rival system beside myTV
by the time the NU 64 comes out

RHETT FINKLEA
DILLWYN, VA

We hearyour concerns, Rhett You can
bet that we thought about them before

making the decision to delay the NU
64. But take a look at this next letter. .

.

O ver the years of reading many
so-called “non-biased” video

games, my impression is that these

magazines are indeed biased. Biased

against Nintendo. In almost every sit-

uation where there is a chance to

compare Sega and Nintendo, most of
these hot-shot editors are immediate-
ly brown-nosing Sega, praising it for

bringing out its systems first. The
only reason for that is Sega is more
concerned with beating the competi-
tion at the starting line than with the

overall quality of its products and the

true gaming experience. To me the

delay of the NU 64just strengthened
my faith in Nintendo even more.
Nintendo’s reason for the delay: “We
want to give our programmers more
time to study the capabilities of the

Ultra so that we can create truly awe-
some games.” This proves to me that

Nintendo cares more about the quali-

ty of its games and the gaming expe-
rience for players. Nintendo’s priori-

ties are straight

TOM ELLIS
MAUMEE, OH
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^ he grand prize winner for

Nintendo Power Volume
72, Chris Estrada, enjoyed good
luck every step of the way as he
claimed his prize: a trip to the

BASS Masters’ Classic in

Greensboro, North Carolina!

The first day out, Chris

snagged a fish almost as soon

as he dipped his hook in the

water.OX. it was a catfish, not

a bass, and all right, it was

pretty puny. But Chris imme-
diately picked up the anthem

i

of fishermen everywhere:

“You shoulda seen the one that °oys! This one's a fighteri" i
got away!” Chris also snared the autograph of one
of the pro anglers, Mark Davis. The next day, Mark scored a tremendous

come-from-behind victory to win the Classic! Chris alsowon a boatload of prizes,

including BASS Masters Classic for the Super NES from TH«Q- Chris even bat-

tled the bugs to watch the pros launch their boats at 5:30 in the morning.

Now that’s dedication!

“Stand back, j^-s

E arthBound . .

.

What’s that sound?
EarthBound . .

.

What’s shakin’ the ground?
EarthBound . .

.

What’s possessin’ the hounds?
EarthBound!
It’s cornin’ to your town!
EarthBound . .

.

Into your home its way has found.

NINTENDO POWER
SUBSCRIPTIONS &
CONSUMER SERVICE

1-800-255-3700
(1-800-422-4281 TDD)

6 am-9 pm Pacific Time. Monday-Saturday

TALK TO A
GAME COUNSELOR!

1-900-288-0707 as.

1-900451-4400 Canada $1.25 per minute

(
1 -206 -883 -9714 ™)

6 am-9 pm Pacific Time, Monday-Saturday

6 am-7 pm, Sunday

French-and English-speaking representatives are available.

Callers under age 18 need to obtain parental permission to call.

EarthBound . .

.

It’s got you wired and wound!
EarthBound . .

.

It’s makin’ your head go pound!
EarthBound!
And it won’t quiet down!
EarthBound!!

So you’d better PLAY IT LOUD!!

JON-ALLAN PEARSON
CHICO, CA

POWER LINE!

1-206-885-7529

Lots of pre-recorded help:

• Any Super Mario Game for the Super NES or NES,

including Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's Island

• Any Zelda game
• Killer Instinct, Mortal Kombat II. Mortal Kombat 3

• EarthBound, Illusion of Gaia, Super Metroid

• Breath of Fire, Chrono Trigger, Final Fantasy III

• Donkey Kong Country, Donkey Kong Land

• Super Punch-Out!!

Coming soon:

• Breath of Fire 2, Donkey Kong Country 2,

• Secret of Evermore

Also: NU 64 news and other cool news

This call may be long distance, so before you call, be

sure to get permission from whoever pays the bill.

MODEM INTO THE SOURCE!
Nintendo Power Source on America Online

To sign up: 1-800-827-6364, Ext. 12386

To access area: Keyword NINTENDO
Nintendo Power on the Internet

WWW. NINTENDO.COM
e-mail: Nintendo@Nintendo.com
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1
THIS MONTH

r" 1 —
GAME NAME LAST MONTH |

MONTHS ON I

THE CHART

l KILLER INSTINCT l 5

2 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2 13

3 CHRONO TRIGGER 10 4

4 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: ^erast* 4 46
5 SUPER MARIO WORLD 2: SgSKo* 5 2

6 FINAL FANTASY III 6 11

7 MORTAL KOMBAT 3 3 2

8 SUPER METROID 7 19

9 EARTHWORM JIM 2 NEW 1

10 DOOM 12 4

11 EARTHBOUND 9 5

12 SECRET OF EVERMORE NOT RANKED 3

13 OGRE BATTLE 15 4

14 MORTAL KOMBAT II 8 13

15 SECRET OF MANA 17 13

16 KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS: MLB 20 19

17 EARTHWORM JIM 11 13

18 ILLUSION OF GAIA 16 12

19 SUPER MARIO KART NOT RANKED 33
20 MEGA MAN X2 14 9



TOP 10 RPGs
THIS GAME SYSTEM RELEASE

DATE

l CHRONO TRIGGER SUPER NES AUG. '95

2 FINAL FANTASY III SUPER NES OCT. '94

3 EARTHBOUND SUPER NES JUN. '95

4 SECRET OF EVERMORE SUPER NES NOV. '95

5 SECRET OF MANA SUPER NES NOV. '93

6 FINAL FANTASY II SUPER NES NOV. '91

7 BRANDISH SUPER NES FEB. '95

8 TECMO SECRET OF THE STARS SUPER NES JUL. '95

9 BREATH OF FIRE SUPER NES AUG. '94

10 ULTIMA VII: THE BLACK GATE SUPER NES NOV. '94

2 DONKEY KONG LAND 1 10

3 METROID II: RETURN OF SAMUS 4 47

4 TETRIS 3 38

5 KIRBY'S DREAM LAND 2 6 6

6 GALAGA/GALAXIAN NOT RANKED! 2

7 WARIO LAND: SSos*"
10

;

10 17

8 SUPER MARIO LAND 2: coins'^ 7 37

9 DONKEY KONG 9 18

10 ASTEROIDS/MISSILECOMMAND NEW 1

Nintendo Power readers give two big

thumbs up to Killer Instinct, saying they

want both the NU 64 and the Super NES
versions. Three other Super NES games
rank in the Top 10, led by Donkey Kong
Country 2, which is scheduled to be in

stores in time for the holidays. Do you
want to be heard? Then send in the

Player's Poll card at the back of this issue!

. NINTENDO ULTRA t

. VIRTUAL BOY

. KILLER INSTINCT (NU 64)

. DOOM (NU 64)

. CRUIS'N USA (NU 64)

. ROBOTECH (NU 64)

. DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2:8

. MORTAL KOMBAT 3

. KILLER INSTINCT

. CHRONO TRIGGER

This month marks the very first chart for

Virtual Boy games. Be sure to check out

this issue for exclusive reviews of two
brand-new games: Virtual League
Baseball and Waterworld!

VIRTUAL BOY TOP 5
In THR

[
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Are you strong, mortal? Choose your destiny on one of
three tournament towers: Master, Warrior or Novice.
Your opponents are equally difficult and challenging on
all three levels, but you have only five continues before
your soul falls to Shao Kahn. The Super NES version of
MK3 has all the hot arcade features: the multiple
Fatalities, Friendship, Animality and Babality moves, a
pit stage and sub-

I
> ' ;.i-Tm , v- 1

|

way tracks. You * L

can even knock '^1

your opponents
right through the (’^
ceilings with an * hjl *

uppercut! But &' >
how long can you Jt \ W* 4
last against the

power of Shao AD
Kahn?



KOMBFNA1
KOMBAT i

* NEW B<

* NEW h

MORTAL
KOMBAT 3

i

r POWER

Shao Kahn, the evil emperor of the

Outworld, is tired of his failed attempts to
conquer the earth. He orders his Shadow
Priests to teleport the spirit of his Queen,
Sindel, through dimensional gates and
10,000 years into earth’s past. World histo-

ry is altered and the

il
(

majs: pi survival of the

civ7kmv< entire human race

— Jh hangs by a thread.

You are a survivor.

[

Humanity depends
on your victory in

' r the arenas °f Mortal— /'f Kombat 3!

wmrM£lK&
6&6£$]

Mortal Kombat 3 adds a new dimension to street fighting by intro-

ducing the Arcade Kombat Kodes. As you fight your way through the

one-player mode, the game randomly rewards you with different

codes. Be sure to write them down. These codes can subtly or radical-

ly alter your two-player matches when you enter them at the begin-

ning of a two-player game. Arcade Kombat Kodes let you change or
break the rules, make your fighters tougher, stop the clock, or play a

classic arcade game! Check out the exclusive Nintendo
Power Kombat Kodes on page 19!

VOLUME 78 11
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6 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HK, HK, HP, HP, LP, B+HP

5 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HK, HP, HP, LP, B+HK

Shao Kahn made sure that

Sonya was too tied up to

compete in Mortal Kombat II,

but now the special forces

agent is back, vowing never to be caught again.

Sonya continues to stalk the elusive thief, Kano.
Her stamina, experience and reflexes make her a

powerful contender.

1 Chief sorcerer for Shao Kahn,
Shang Tsung fights to regain

his honor. He is responsible

for Sindel’s resurrection and the devastation of the

dimension gates. The sorcerer can morph into the

form of all the MK3 contestants except Smoke.

Sonya has a very unique talent:

she can juggle with her feet!

She prefers to juggle her oppo-
nents instead of chain saws.
Execute Sonya's Bicycle Kick
by pressing Back, Back, Down
and High Kick.

Give your opponent a hot foot

with this volcano eruption!

Quickly press Forward, Back,
Back and execute a Low Kick.

Talk about major magma! Don't

let a lava bomb knock you in

the head.

Let the agony of defeat ring in

your foes ears! Stand back and
tap Down, Down/Forward,
Forward and execute a Low
Punch. Remember, inflicting

pain from a distance is the
next best thing to being there.

Feel the burn! For one fireball,

press Back, Back and High

Punch. For two fireballs, press

Back, Back, Forward and High

Punch, and for three fireballs,

press Back, Back, Forward,

Forward, High Punch.

FATAUTY FATAtm
Hey, everybody! Grab your

C

icnic basket! Sonya's

aving a barbeque and
we re invited! While your
defeated opponent is

reeling, press Back,
Forward, Down, Down
and then Run. You like

your ribs well done and
extra crispy, right?

Feeling tired? Shang
Tsung knows the secret
to getting enough rest.

While your defeated foe

is reeling, close in and
hold the Low Punch
Button, then tap Down,
Forward, Forward, Down
and release the Low
Punch Button. Sleep tight!

FATAUTY ANtMAUTY
You must show mercy
to do an Animality. All

Mercy moves are done
by holding the Run
Button, tapping Down
four times and releasing

the Run button. To exe-

cute Tsung's Animality,

hold High Punch, press
Run three times and
release High Punch.

This explosive fatality

trips up some MK3 fans.

Move back at least

halfway across the

screen from your reeling

foe and hold the Block
and Run buttons, then
tap Up twice, Back,
Down and release the

Block and Run buttons.

12 NINTENDO POWER



Sindel is key to Shao Kahn’s

plan to destroy and rule

earth. Her spirit was resur-

rected on the blue planet,

blasting apart the dimensional barriers separating

earth from the Outworld. Sindel vows to avenge

the defeat of her only daughter, Kitana.

MORTAL
KOMBAT 3

Legendary thief and fugi-

tive, Kano eluded Sonya dur-

ing the first Mortal Kombat
Tournament, only to be cap-

tured by Shao Kahn. To spare his own life, Kano
agreed to join the Outworld forces and reveal the

weaknesses in the earth’s defense forces.

Sindei's Midair Fireball offers a
new angle on projectile

attacks. Press Down,
Down/Forward, Forward and
execute a Low Kick. Sindel

fires a normal Fireball when
you press Forward, Forward
and tap Low Punch.

Most MK characters possess
a special close range attack.

Step up to your foe and let go
with a Low Punch. Now you
can entangle your foes in

Sindei’s permanent wave and
give them a few split ends!

Make no bones about it,

Sindei’s fatality is some-
thing to shout about, but it

can be very challenging to

pull off. Stand close to

your defeated opponent
and press Run, Block,
Block, Run and Block. Your
timing must be perfect.

Use Sindei's Pit

Fatality in the

Subway to place
your foe in front of

the hazardous 5:05!

Press Down three

times and let go
with a Low Punch.

5 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HK, HP, HP, LP, HK

Long ago Kano tried to make
money throwing knives blind-

folded. Because he could only

hear the audience’s screams
and gasps, he decided to ditch

the blindfold. Press Down,
Back and execute a High

Punch.

Kano gets grumpy if he doesn't

get a meal on time and has been
known to occasionally take a

bite out of his opponents.
Stand near your foe and press
Down, Down/Forward, Forward
and execute a Low Punch.

FATAUTY
Want to see Kano pull a

rabbit out of a hat? You
don't have a hat? No prob-

lem! He'll just change the

trick a little bit. Press
and Hold Low Punch, then

tap Forward, Down,
Down, Forward and
release the Low Punch
button. Ta Da!

FATAUTY
Ever wonder what that

glowing red eye in the

middle Kano's forehead
is for? When you're told

to finish your foe, quick-

ly press Low Punch,
Block twice and exe-

cute a High Kick within

leg sweep range. Now
your foe can see red too!

5 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HP, HP, HK, LK, B+HK
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BICYCLE KICK

Of all earth’s survivors, Liu
W2? Kang is most responsible for

fiMtSRSwWK thwarting Shao Kahn’s previ-

ous attempts at total conquest

.

Perceived as a major threat, Kang is aprimary target

for Kahn’s roaming death squads. Liu Kang fights

to preserve the last beating hearts of humanity.

preparation for the battle, Jax
ordered his arms surgically removed and replaced

with bionic implants.Jax’s lethal limbs make him a

major threat to Kahn’s diabolical plans.

Jax has tactical first strike

capabilities! To release one
missile, press Back, Forward
and let go with a High Punch.
To fire two missiles, tap „
Forward, Forward, Back, Back
and execute a High Punch.

Liu Kang's Bicycle Kick
requires preparation time out-

side your opponents range.

The attack is automatically
executed when you press and
hold Low Kick for three sec-
onds then release the button.

‘j

L i
Years ago MajorJackson Briggs \

deduced that Kahn’s Outworld
forces would invade Earth. In

R 1 # V
Jy]

£jRgG88jM
The charging Shoulder Slam is

great for knocking your oppo-
nents off their feet. Press
Forward, Forward and execute
a High Kick. Frustrate your

opponents by repeating the

attack as they try to stand up.

Liu Kang has two different

projectile attacks. Press
Forward twice and execute a

High Punch to launch a high

fireball, or substitute a Low
Punch for the High Punch to

aim at your opponent's knees.

FATALITY

Jax has no problem
stomping on his defeat-

ed opponents. While
your foe teeters on the

brink of defeat, Hold the

Block Button, press Up,

Down, Forward, Up and
release the Block
Button. Looks like that

boot needs more polish!

As with all Mortal
Kombat Friendship

Moves, Jax cannot jump
rope if you used the

Block button during the
final round. While your

defeated opponent is

still standing, execute a
Low Kick, Run twice
and tap Low Kick again.

Liu Kang's flaming fatality is one of the easiest in the game
to pull off. Stand within half a screen from your reeling foe
ana press Forward, Forward, Down, Down and execute a

Low Kick. Anyone have a fire extinguisher handy?

1 5 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
[

HP, HP, BLOCK, LP, B+HP S

7 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HP, HP, BLOCK, LK, LK, HK, B+LK 1
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MORTAL
KOMBAT 3

6 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HP, HP, LP, LK, HK, B+HK

4 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO

\ A S.W.A.T. officer, Stryker

i it was in charge of a riot control

'"•feS-ii-v-Wr brigade when Kahn's forces

landed. He is the lone sur-

vivor of a North American city once populated by
millions. Stryker refuses to draw his gun in match-
es, but he won’t discard his endlessgrenade supply.

<
tF* * ft % Once a ninja of the secret Lin

/
^ue ‘ order, Sub-Zero broke
his sacred vow after being

betrayed by fellow members
of his sect. Now a fugitive, Sub-Zero finds himself

trapped between Shao Kahn’s Outland forces and
Lin Kuei’s cybernetic ninja assassins.

No weatherman alive can pre-

dict Sub-Zeros freezing Ice

Shower attack. Press Down,
Forward, Back and execute a

High Punch. Mix up the order

on the cross pad to send
showers in other directions.

Stryker's grenade attacks
have two ranges. Press
Down, Down/Back, Back and
tap High Punch to throw
grenades high, or press Down,
Down/Back, Back and tap
Low Punch to hit low and
below the belt.

The Ice Statue is literally the

coolest trick in the game. If

your foes are foolish enough to

touch Sub-Zero's Ice Statue,

they're instantly frozen! Tap
Down, Down/Back, Back and
deliver a Low Punch.

The Club Toss is a charging
attack that sweeps vour foes
off their feet. Press Forward,
Forward and execute a High

Kick. This move is useful as a
surprise opener, often catch-

ing your opponent off guard.

FATALITYfATAUTY
Sub-Zero's serving up
tasty frozen desserts.

Press the Block Button
twice, then Run Button,

Block Button and finally

the Run Button one last

time. The ex-ninjas
freezing fatality is

enough to make your

blood run cold.

Stryker occasionally

likes to check the bat-

tery power on his laser

gun. Stand at the oppo-
site edge of the screen,

press Forward three

times and followup
with a Low Kick. You
must use the full screen
for the Fatality to work.

fRftNDSHiPFRteNDSHtP
Frosty the Snowman?
Get real! Sub-Zero s

the only iceman in this

game. Put the finishing

touches on this

Friendship Move by

executing a Low Kick,

tapping the Run Button
twice and pressing Up
on the Control Pad.

It's time to cross the
street! Stryker's stopped
traffic for all the MK3
characters. Execute a
Low Punch, press Run
twice and execute
another Low Punch. This
is probably the most
hilarious Friendship move
in the game.

nawLtsi
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6 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HP, HP, HK, HP, HK, B+HK

5 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO

i ..

Also known as Unit LK4D4,
1 JfJ i

$ Cyrax is one of three cyber-

netic ninjas programmed by
the Lin Kuei order. Cyrax’s

primary orders are to locate and destroy Sub-Zero,
but this does not stop him from eliminating any
Mortal Kombat contestant that obstructs his path.

Once a human assassin for

the Lin Kuei, Sektor volun-

teered for cybernetic trans-

formation out of loyalty to his

ninja clan. Renamed Unit LK9T9, Sektor’s prima-
ry orders are to locate and terminate Sub-Zero.
Shao Kahn cannot detect this soulless warrior.

Cyrax's net instantly renders
foes helpless. Tap Back
twice and let loose with a
Low Kick. After trapping your
prey, the net will drag them
toward you, giving you time to

prepare your next attack.

Sektor has two missile

attacks. Launch a direct attack
by pressing Forward twice and
letting loose with a Low Punch,
or fire a heat seeker by press-
ing Down, Down/Back, Back
and adding a High Punch.

To go for a long bomb, press
and hold Low Kick, tap
Forward twice, and execute a

High Kick. Throw for a short
gam by holding Low Kick, tap-
ping Back twice and execut-
ing a High Kick.

The Teleport Uppercut is an
excellent move tor switching
sides and sneaking up behind
your enemies. Tap Forward
twice and let loose with a

Low Kick. This move can even
be activated in midair.

8A6AUTY fATAUTY
Sektor likes to pinch the
heads off his foes with his

portable trash compactor.
When you are told to fin-

ish your opponent, stand a
leg sweep away and
press Low Punch, Run
twice and hit the Block
button. Where's the
garbage can?

CYRAX WINS

fATAUTYCheck out Cyrax's Babality! Press Forward,
Forward, Back and let go with a High Punch. The
Babality won't work if you blocked during the
final round of combat. Wasn't Sheeva a cute little

Shokan?

Redefine "toasty" with
Sektor's blowtorch
fatality! Stand more
than half the screen
length from your reeling

enemy and press
Forward three times.
Back and tap the Block
button. Now Liu Kang
has something to really

howl about!

1 “ " ' •

1"“'
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AXE UPPERCU ,A STOMP
Nightwolf likes a close shave,
but he needs practice. Press
Down, Down/Forward,
Forward and execute a High
Punch. Now he can practice his

upstroke technique on his foes.

Does anyone have a Band-Aid?

Sheeva likes to drop in and
leave a lasting impression.

Move near your opponent and
press Down and then Up. Ouch!
Now your foe knows how a

doormat feels. It's a good thing

Sheeva's been on a diet!

Nightwolf's mystical Arrow
Shot is an effective projectile

the power of Nightwolf's

Down, Down/Back, Back and
delivering a Low Punch.

<” 99 o°

j

NtattmoLf

1 #fji

FATAUTY

Now you're fighting with power! Nightwolf gets a charge
out of pulling off this lightning fast Fatality. Stand back
from your defeated opponent and press Back, Back,
Down and tap the High Punch Button. If you stand within
leg sweep range of your enemy, lightning won't strike.

3 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HK, HK, B+HK

f 7 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
LK, HP, HP, LP, AXE UPPERCUT,!
WALK IN AXE UPPERCUT,

JUMP KICK

mwmr^
Sheeva has a burning desire to

heat up all her victims. Activate
her projectile attack by press-
ing Down, Down/Forward,
Forward and executing a High

Punch. Repeat the move until

your foe begins to sweat.

fatauty

1

: V

Don't let Sheeva under

your skin or she’ll leave

you peeling. ..er, feeling

pretty ugly. While your

foe is stunned, hold

down the High Kick but-

ton and press Forward,

Back, Forward, Forward
and release the High

Kick button.

fATAUTY
Witness the power and

might of Sheeva, the

Shokan piledriver! Sheeva

is fresh out of logs and

telephone poles, so this

pathetic human will have

to suffice. Tap Forward,

Down, Down, Forward

and start the show with a

Low Punch.

7 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HP, HP, LP, HK, HK, LK, B+HK

MORTAL
KOMBAT 3
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^ member of the Shaolin

V monastic order, Rung Lao

a#* )! ./•;# returned from the Outworld
and Mortal Kombat II to join

Lui Kang in training anew generation of followers.

Their plans were interrupted by the arrival of Shao
Kahn’s forces.

rg r -« Rumors persist that Rabat's

i* features were mutilated

while feeing an attack by
Shao Kahn's death squads.

The faceless warrior is kept alive by an artificial

respirator and the desire for revenge. Kabal vows
not to rest until Shao Kahn’s forces are destroyed.

Everyone knows when Kung
Lao throws his hat in the ring,

that they should have enough
sense to stay out of his way.
Cut to the chase by pressing
Back, Forward and executing
a Low Punch.

I itl
fu jyggssd

MT «

Kung Lao's flying Dive Kick is a

great opener for a combina-
tion attack. While in midair

simultaneously press Down
and High Kick. Now follow up
with a quick series of blows.

'~cf)

FATALtTY
This dizzying move trans-

forms Kung Lao into a

whirling dervish of doom!
Press the Run and Block
Buttons simultaneously

twice and tap Down on
the Control Pad. Execute
this food processor
fatality from any location

on the screen.

FATALITY
All the Emperor's hors-
es, all the Emperor's

men couldn't put Shao
Kahn back together
again! This is no fairy

tale fatality, tap

Forward, Forward, Back,
Down and launch a High
Punch one step away
from your defeated
enemy.

7 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
HP. LP, HP, LP, LK, LK, B+HK

Take the initiative and render
your foes completely helpless
with the Tornado Spin! When
you press Back, Forward and
tap Low Kick, Kabal speeds by

your foes so fast they end up
spinning like a top!

Let your opponent know the

true agony of "da" feet with
the Ground Blade attack.

Press Back three times and
Run. The Ground Blade is just

one reason your foes will wish
they were in your shoes.

FATALtTY
There's a very good rea-

son that Kabal wears a

mask. Some things

were never meant to

see the light of day. To

pull off this revealing

Fatality, press the Run
Button once and follow
up by tap

Button i(

high kick.

6 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
LK, LK, HP, HP, HK, B+HK

9 HIT KOMBAT KOMBO
DEEP KICK, TORNADO SPIN,

LK, LK, HP, HP, D+HP,

JUMP KICK, AIR FIREBALL
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POWER READERS
GET AHEAD IN KOMBAT
Did you see the funky Arcade Kodes printed
throughout the last eight pages? You thought that

wasjust artwork?The Kodes all work. Enter them in

two-player mode and change the way you play.

Williams Entertainment gave Nintendo Power
Magazine readers their own exclusive Kode.The NP
Kode toughens up your energy bar and stops the

clock, giving you time to perfect your skills.

To play as Smoke, Hold Left

and the A Button on the copy-

right screen and wait for it to

fade out, then hold Right and
the B Button on the Williams
Entertainment screen and wait

for it to fade out. Finally, hold
the X and Y Buttons until the

quote fades out. If you did it

right, Smoke will appear on
the MK3 screen.

Get tougher with a tough Kombatant Kode! This exclusive
Kode is only for readers of Nintendo Power Magazine!

How much life do you have left? How weak is your (

nent? Who cares!!! Offer no quarter with this Kode.

Take a break and enjoy a pseudo-blast from the past! When
you're hit, you receive a toasty" message.SELECT rOOR FIGHTER

Although he was not included in Mortal
Kombat 3, Scorpion's influence lingers in

the arenas. Let loose with Scorpion's

spear attack by pressing Back, Back and
executing a Low Punch. Come here!

nuns-, oo 4R **"»< oo

TgJJOf*

*

f ~ -

SUB ZERO

—

—

ml

* .

You can pick your friends but you can’t

pick your Mortal Kombat foes! The
Random Vs. Mode tests your fighting

skills with all the fighters in the game.
Enter the MK3 Vs. Tournament mode
by holding the L and R Buttons and
pressing Start. Instead of selecting

your warriors, w»: oo nn

hold Up and EvocT
-” 1 '

press the Start

Button to initi-

ate the random f
select feature. y*

Enter the MK 3 Vs.

mode by holding the L

and R Buttons and

pressing Start on the

"Start/Options" screen.
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TEN YEARS OF NES
This fall marks the tenth anniversary of the NES, and we’re
celebrating by taking a lookback at the origin and evolution
of the amazing machine that revolutionized video gaming.
From a humble gray box came a decade of magical games
that enchanted, excited and amused players worldwide.
From Super Mario Bros, to Tetris 2, they offered up experi-
ences that could only be found on the NES, the system that

would go on to sell more than 36 million units.

I
n October of 1985, Back to

the Future was hot at the box
office, The Cosby Show and

Family Ties were the talk of televi-

sion, and Punch-Out!! was sucking

up quarters at arcades nationwide.

The home video market, in con-

trast, hadn’t just fallen on hard
times by the mid-’80s, it had burned
out in a colossal blaze, fueled by

stacks of lousy games. By the

time Nintendo introduced the

Nintendo Entertainment System,

or NES, in 1985, thecompany had a

hard time, at first, finding anyone
who was willing to give it a try.

The NES used the same technol-

ogy as the Famicom, which had
become tremendously popular in

Japan. Nintendo knew that the

NES was a great product, but it also

knew that it would be challenging

to get players in North America to

try video games again. Players and
stores were wary. Both had been
burned by Atari’s flame out, so

Nintendo knew that it had to set the

NES apart from the earlier genera-

tion ofgames.

Although the heart of the NES

ROB.
WHERE IS HE NOW??
R.O.B. was cool, R.O.B. was hip. but
R.O.B. had only two games. After
the novelty of Stack-Up and
Gyromite wore off, R.O.B. was
shoved to the back of the video
shell . Not one to sit and collect dust.

R.O.B. has been active in retirement.
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was an eight-bit computer, it wasn’t

intended to serve the same purpose
that home computers did. It wasn’t

for word processing, balancing

checkbooks or creating spread-

sheets. And, although its primary

users were kids, it wasn’t a toy

either. It was an electronic product

meant for entertainment. Thus it

was dubbed the Nintendo
Entertainment System.

The Famicom,

with its red and
white casing,

looked much like

a toy, so it was
redesigned for

the U.S. market.

The first proto-

types, designed

in the U.S., were

sleek, with top-

loading Game
Paks and wireless

components
including a light

gun, a keyboard

and a piano key-

board. Reaction

to the system was

not good. It was

perhaps too

sleek, and kids had no interest in

the keyboards, which were elimi-

nated. The final design was simple

and more box-like than the proto-

type, but it included two peripher-

als designed to intrigue players: the

Zapper light gun and a Robotic

Operating Buddy, R.O.B. for short.

R.O.B. stood all of 9 x

/i” tall, and

he operated with two games,

Gyromite and Stack-Up. In

Gyromite, R.O.B. balanced spin-

ning gyros on platforms, and in

Stack-Up, he stacked up colored

blocks to match the on-screen dis-

play. He moved back and forth and

up and down. That’s it. Not exactly

exciting stuff by today’s standards.

But he did look cool, and he even

came with custom shades (a glare

guard, actually).

The NES,
with R.O.B. and

the Zapper,
launched in

New York City

with a library of

17 games, in-

cluding Base-

ball, Clu Clu
Land, Donkey
Kong Jr. Math,

Duck Hunt,
Excitebike,
Golf, Gyromite,

Hogan’s Alley,

Ice Climber,
Rung Fu, Mach
Rider, Pinball,

Stack-Up, Super

Mario Bros.,

Tennis, 10-Yard Fight and
Wrecking Crew. From there, sales

moved to Los Angeles the follow-

ing February, and by September of

’86, they went national. The phe-

nomenon had begun.

In September of 1987, Nintendo

upped the play value of the system

The early designs for the NES were sleek and

cordless. The infrared components, it turned out,

didn't work when moved around during game play.

TOrIO
The list of NES games was already

long when NP’s first Top 10 list

printed in July, 1988. Players, pros

and retail dealers all voted for the

best plays of the day.

I. THE LEGEND 2. MIKE TYSON'S

OF ZELDA PUNCH-OUT!

5. KID ICARUS 6. R.C. PRO-AM

Freedom rings in East Berlin. R.O.B
twas one
las it cameR.O.B. landed on the moon for an ultra secret

mission in 1987. Do moon-dust bunnies exist?

Only R.O.B. knows, and he’s not telling.

1987
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by packing Super Mario
Brothers in with the NES.
Players had gotten to know
Mario in the arcade, but it

wasn’t until he went home
with the NES that he became
a household name. That’s

when beating Bowser
became a global goal, and the

Minus World became part of

almost every kid’s vocabulary.

With his bro, Luigi, Mario
showed players just how fun
an action game could be, and
along the way, he became more
popular than even Mickey Mouse.

Mario was, of course, the main
man, and he would go on to star in

two more NES titles, including

Super Mario
Bros. 3, the

biggest-sell-

i ng video
game of all

R.O.B.'s Stack-Up
game came com-
plete with a set of

colored blocks and a

new, custom pair of

robot hands espe-
cially made for

stacking.

grew the Nintendo Fun Club,

which included a newsletter

that was first printed in 1987. It

was produced quarterly, and
soon there were two and a half

million members, all scream-

ing for even more codes and
tricks. Nintendo decided that

players needed something
bigger, a magazine packed
with secret tips, winning
strategies and full-color

maps, a magazine
would help

playersget the

from
heir
games.
T h

time. He also had cameo roles in a

number of other NES games,
including Dr. Mario and NES
Open Tournament Golf. Other
characters made names
themselves on the NES, too,

though.The Legend of Zelda,

released inJuly of ’87, introduced

Link and the ever-kidnapped

Princess Zelda, and the following

month, Samus Aran, the first hero-

ine for the NES, revealed her iden-

tity in Metroid. Both games became
classics in their own rights, spawn-
ing sequels on the NES and later on
Game Boy and the Super NES.
Out of the popularity ofthe NES

result:
Nintendo Power. The first issue,

printed inj uly, 1988, was sent free to

all Fun Club members, and more
than a million of them paid to

become regular subscribers to what
was, in the beginning, a bi-monthly

magazine. Nintendo Power went
monthly inJanuary, 1991, featuring

all of the best games made
for the NES. Kid Icarus.

Metroid. Mega Man.|

Also in 1991, R.O.B. earned some extra cash
working as a body double for the T-1000 in T2:
Judgment Day. Hard work, but he'll be baaack.

1991 1991
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Mario and Luigi made names for themselves in time Super Mario Bros. 3, the biggest-sellina

their arcade game, but they didn't become true video game of all time, came out, Mario couTd fly,

video superstars until they hit the NES. By the swim in a frog suit, and hide using a Tanooki Suit.

TOPto
More than 600 NES games were

out by late 1994, but new games
were few and far between. NP
dropped NES from the Top20.

The final list ran in December ’94.

1. THE LEGEND I. SUPER MARIO

OFZELDA BROS. 3

Castlevania. Zelda II. Ninja Gaiden.

Double Dragon. Adventure Island.

Battletoads. Blaster Master.

Bomberman. Contra. Dragon
Warrior. Final Fantasy. Ghosts ‘n’

Goblins. Adventures of Lolo.

Tecmo Super Bowl. Punch-Out!!

Rad Racer. R.C. Pro-Am. Ice

Hockey. All of them have been in

the spotlight on the pages of
Nintendo Power. All became NES
classics.

The NES, for all the years of pow-

erful fun it served up, gave way to

new generations of both players

and systems. It’s no surprise,

though, that players who moved on
to the Super NES still go back to

play their favorite classics on the

NES. For one more shot at Bowser.

One more trip through Hyrule.

One more battle with the Mother
Brain. They may be eight-bit, but

they’re still gaming at its best. It’s the

games themselves—not the graph-

ics, not the music, not the pure pro-

cessing power—that make the fun.

And the NES made it allhappen.

3. MEGA MAN VI 4. METROID

§ •

~
8®

« ;i i jS

§
P

a L
10. BASEBALL

STARS

1996>

What's next? As the world watches, he'll roll

into the stadium next summer in Atlanta,

torch ablaze, to light the Olympic Flame.
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C\\£n UnVly Alliance
Acclaim’s long-standing relationship with Marvel’s
Spider-Man continues with the debut of Separation
Anxiety, a two-player fighter for the Super NES. This
time out, Spidey finds himself in a pact with his dark
nemesis, Venom. Although the unlikeliest of allies, they
must work as a team (aided occasionally by other Marvel
heroes) to prevent the sinister Life Foundation from
unleashing Venom's five symbiotes in a wave of
world-wide terror. Thirteen levels

of nonstop action and five special

trap rooms await the duo, taking
them from dark city streets to the

Foundation's very core. Along
they’ll face thugs, droids, foot soldiers,

ve-member mercenary force known as theJury
the dreaded svmbiotes themselves.

Entertainment Group. Inc. and arc used with permission.

1995 Marvel Entertainment Group. Inc. All rights reserved.24 NINTENDO POW ER



w.
Mean Streets^

Spidev and Venom begin the mission on the dimly lit

streets of Manhattan, facing off against the Life

Foundation’s hired thugs. While most of these goons are no match for the

duo, the head bangers at the end of the level can whip the pair into shape.

W-
‘ft

While Spidev and Venom are

ning and wall-crawling skills, in Separation Anxiet
hand-to-hand fighting abilities that are tested to the r

you follow a simple strategy, brawling will be a breeze. A
begin surrounding you, move straight up and down, which
the villains to line up in a row on one side of the screen. Ket

up and down, bopping baddies one at a time as they cross

This technique may seem a

ter than becomiijg

Spidev sandwich.

I

Your first trial with aJury
her will be very short if

move quickly. Land a few

punches to the clunky
and back away before he
his spinning fist in for the

Thisjunk heap also likes to slam

his hand on the ground, causing

you’re not nearby. Avoid the grand s

ing or wall crawlingjust don’t get caught with your feet

on the street.
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closer to their enemy’s head-

quarters. As they forge their

way ahead, they must battle

Life Foundation foot soldiers,

who are stronger and better

armed than the thugs they
defeated earlier. Our heroes
will also have to watch for

large gaps in the bridge that

make web-swinging the only
way to continue.

ttidden 1-Up
|As you near the first archway, the word

“GO” and a yellow arrow will appear, {

prodding you to move along. Instead of ?

rushing ahead or swinging through, take I

only small steps forward until a pack of
foot soldiers arrives. Once you’ve defeat- |_

ed the troops, walk up to the far side of
the road and then to the right until you’re

hidden behind the archway. Now jump
up to reach the 1-up icon overhead.

" Moving beyond the dingy confines of the city,

our heroes seek out the entrance to the Life
Foundation in the deep forest. Despite the serene surround-
ings, the duo faces legions of troops while trying to navigate
a route through the woods. A quick tip: If you run quickly
into the passageways, you’ll have
fewer soldiers to fight.

!tovier-Ups Abound
At first glance, the lowest area of this stage may
appear to be a pointless dead end. But if you stick

around and defeat all the soldiers who cross your
path, you’ll earn a couple of 1-ups and two Captain
America icons. It’s too bad that there’s no time to

celebrate. Get back on track and finish the level.

Y 1-
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Tritfl Jay Firu
Thisjuryman wields major firepower,

and if you keep your distance, you’ll
# u/jT'"’.

be riddled with bullets. The trick to ,-Vl

beating him is to stay close. While
remaining outside the line of fire,

close in on him. When he moves in to

meet you, whale away. He’ll quickly get back up and
wield his rifle like a club, so you’ll need to move up or

down to avoid his blows. A few more punches will take

him out.

The Offspring

This symbiote may have inherited

Venom’s fashion sense, but he’s no match
for the big guy. Just move up and down
until he comes to you, then pick him up
and toss him. If you try to pummel him,

he’ll simply roll away and then spring

back with a swift kick. Once he’s defeat-

ed, you will be

j
whisked away

' to a trap room.

Old rustbucket has returned from the

fill

city, and he’s looking to retry your case.

You’ll find him waiting for you just

before you enter the dead-
end section of this stage.

Turn back a page to bone

tion techniques.



This female symbiote looks a lot like

Carnage, and unfortunately for you,

she can causejust as many headaches.
You’d better avoid her special kicks
and whipping spin attack or you’ll

find yourself flat on your back. By
now, you should be an expert in the

method. We strongly suggest that you

t>»re

Having escaped the trap room, Spidey and
Venom discover an elevator that they hope will

lead them closer to the heart of the Life Foundation. As they
descend, they face a platoon of guards.

L?wBr Court
A high-voltage adversary, this juryman must be han-
dled carefully. Again, the strategy is to move up and
down while letting him come to you. When he gets

close, throw a few punches then move away
quickly before he turns on thejuice. Also, watch
for his ground-slamming fist. You’ll have to .

make a well-timedjump to avoid damage. S

'MH* You’ve reached the Foundation’s subter-

ranean city, wherehenchmen arejust waiting
to halt your progress. Even if you defeat them all, they’ll

have the last laugh: A trap room awaits.



’ ll m HI''
Trying to I ind a secret entrance to the

'Iff'!* enemy’s lair, the duo races through a

maze of vents guarded by deadly droids.

Unlike other stages, this one has two exits, both protect-

ed by a roving pair of symbiotes. No matter which path

vou choose, a trip to a trap room is

w Moll Moyljcm
n

How Spidey and Venom
ended up in a mall is a mys-

tery, but you can bet that they’ll have no
time for shopping. While the first two
floors are aswarm with soldiers, the

third floor features a squad of marks-

men, best avoided by wall-crawling your

way to the right.

Double Trouble
You’ve beat 'em before now beat 'em again

using the same techniques. Be sure to defeat

the female symbiote first so that you’re not open
to attack when tossing the Venom look-alike.

Split Decision
Thejurymen that you faced on the bridge

and the elevator have come back as a tag

team, so you’re going to have to work fast

to finish them off. To win this battle,

the same strate-

gies that worked
before, and take

out the rifleman



™w The web-slingers have finally located a way into

Foundation headquarters. This stage is fraught with
mechanical menaces that cough up plenty of Power-ups and
Hawkeye icons when you defeat them. Be sure to save your arrow afi-

cionado until you face theJury.

HitJbQv Court These hlgh
flyingjurymen pose the most challenging threat

our heroes have faced thus far. Do your best to

avoid them when they’re in the air, and take on the
rifleman first. If you still have your
icons, you should use them now.

saulting symbiote can easily slice you to ribboi

you don’t employ a special strategy. Move up
down until he comes in close, then either pum
or toss him as fast as you can. Repeat this

until his life meter runs dry.

The Security Zone is a thumb-numbing test of Spidey
and Venom’s stamina. Waves of droids and soldiers offer

players little relief, and visual obstructionsjust make things worse. If

you survive the onslaught, a trap room with a 1-up and a heart is next.
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Viw "tl)C Hot House
From the looks of this greenhouse, the Life

Foundation has been conducting diabolical experi-

ments on plants as well as on Venom. Collect Ghost Rider and
Daredevil icons to help you weed out the grenade-tossing soldiers and
dangerous droids.

This symbiote is no shrinking v iolet. While our
proven method of attack works well, her jump-
ing and split-kicking abilities call for a special

warning: After she closes in and you’ve thrown

_

some punches, don’t back
IN* away or she’s sure to connect

with a kick. Instead, just

move up or dow n.

!1SSPm
ys:

f f
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SPORTS SCENE
WINNING 96
SEQUELS
One of the best

things about my
job is playing and
reviewing
upcoming sports

games, especially

the good ones.

Occasionally I hit Muddy Fields

a few bench warmers. You’ve seen

them, sports sequels with updated
rosters a new title screen and no
innovations or new features. But
this month’s Sport Scene is packed
with a sweet selection of innovative

games, and I do mean SWEET. With
EA kicking out FIFA ‘96 and NHL
‘96, you don’t have to pay me to play

these hot hits. Then there’s Madden
‘96 and Tecmo Super Bowl: Final

Edition—no fumbled or dropped
balls here. Be sure to flip back to the

exclusive feature on Emmitt Smith.

Read about Smith’s favorite custom
plays in Emmitt Smith Football by

JVC. Oops. Halftime’s over. Gotta

get back in the game.

MADDEN 96 PG. 34
It's a new NFL Season and
time for the latest John
Madden football sequel

from EA Sports. Is this Pak
super bowl bound? Flip to

page 34 and find out.

COOLEST YET PG. 36
Get ready for the best
hockey game in video

game history. Sound just a
little too good to be true?
That's what we thought
until we popped in NHL '96!

FIFA FEVER PG. 38
FIFA International Soccer
has long been considered

the standard by which
other soccer games are

measured. FIFA '96 raises

those expectations

another notch.

By Electronic Arts

Lace up your high tops! Electronic

Arts is back with the latest in the

NBA Live series:NBA Live ‘96.The
star-studded, battery-backed game
features all 29 NBA teams, includ-

ing the Vancouver Grizzlies and the

Toronto

disappeared. The players in Live ‘96

are here to play. And there are other

major improvements. The annoy-
ing left backboard is now transpar-

ent plexiglass. Now you can catch

every slam andjam at both ends of

the court, or use the instant replay

option to review the action you did-

- n’t see the

“...take the Seattle Sonics first time,

through an 82-game season Now >'ou

and watch them choke in [i

110" the dlf‘

ference
the playoffs.” between the

home games

Raptors, two
All Star Teams
and four cus-

tom teams.

NBA Live ‘96

lets you relive

all of last year’sNBA season, take the

Seattle Sonics through an 82-game
season and watch them choke in the

playoffs (no wonder they changed
their name and logo). The NBA
endorses NBA ‘96, which includes

the new and official team logos.

This sequel emphasizes basketball

over super stardom. While you still

get the big names, the pro photos

seen prior to opening tip-off inLive
‘95 are gone. The pointing and
taundng after slam dunks have also

and the road trips. Every forum,
arena and stadium is distinctive in

color and design. NBA ‘96 gets the
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ALL NBA TEAMS AND PLAYERS
ward toward the

rim. The ‘96 pros

sprint faster and

more naturally in

lit H smooth frames

of animation.

The computer
A.I. is meaner
and tougher than

its ‘95 predeces-

sor. You can’t

trick it with

flashy passing

like you can

human opponents, but you can

turn over the ball by mixing up
your defensive strategies and pres-

sure. Every third quarter features a

sports trivia question (the answer is

revealedduring the fourth quarter).

A custom rule option lets you set up
the rules of the

(watch the elbows). We were hard

pressed to find any shortcomings in

the game. Charles Barkley and
Michael Jordan were the only two

players absent from Live ‘96’s roster.

This is probably because of con-

tractual agreements with other

video game companies. If you play

basketball or simply enjoy watching

the sport, this game is definitely

worth checking out.

crowd in thegame when you step to

the line for free throws. The visiting

team is confronted with screaming,

waving fans surrounding the back-

board. Chants and pounding feet

reverberate throughout the arena

as you dribble the length of the

court, but the obnoxious fan with

the referee whistle in Live ‘95 had
his season ticket revoked in ‘96. You

can hear the individual voices and

shouts as you launch yourself sky-

YOU’RE IN THE GAME
If you’ve played any recent EA
release, you’ve probably heard

the “It’s in the game” introduction

a thousand times. NBA Live ‘96

adds a twist on the phrase and
places you at center court! A new
option allows you to slam dunk
your basketball in the comfort of

your own living room or den
without breaking the furniture.

Select “Roster Setup” at the main
menu and edit one of 23 players

in the menu. Add your name,
pick your favoritejersey number,

and input stats, including height,

weight, (don’t lie!) appearance,

position and
college. You
can select

from over

130 different

universities,

and all the

big name

alma maters are represented. If

you don’t like the team you’re

playing for, select the Trade

option and dump the losers. Now,

if you can just get a company to

endorse your personal line of

sportswear...
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MADDEN'S BACK!!

endless credits if you turn on the

power then immediately hit the

Reset Button and press the Start

Button on your Control Pad until

the option screen appears.)

Madden ‘96 is stacked with options

to customize the game to your indi-

vidual style of play. Is Madden ‘96

innovative enough to score in the

end zone of your entertainment

center? The final call is up to you.

ual touts a selection of over thirty

different stadiums, but observant

gamers might conclude that the

architecture is all suspiciously sim-

ilar, especially when playing

indoors.A long list ofsponsors pre-

cedes the options screen, so start-

ing the game up can take a minute.

The endorsements get annoying

quickly, and pressing the Start but-

ton won’t speed up the process

when you turn on the game. (Big

Hint: you won’t have to endure the

By Electronic Arts

Since November of 1991, Electronic

Arts has produced the successful

Madden Football series for the

Super NES. The battery-backed

Madden ‘96 is the seventh descen-

dant in the long

and prosperous

geneology of
football games.

The series is

recognized as a

football strate-

gist’s heaven on earth and is packed

with an extensive variety of plays,

tons of options, intricate details

and an emphasis on strategy. While
football fanatics usually run out

and buy anything with an NFL or
Players, Inc., logo, discriminating

video game fans usually wait to see

if a sequel sports game has major

enhancements over its predeces-

CoMTRnu rR Sr tup

cpu If**
fc*wks CHARGERSCCA
C-’S*

1P-2P-3P.4P.5P us. GPU

sors. What makes this game differ-

ent from Madden ‘95? Madden ‘96

includes the two feline football

expansion teams, the Panthers and
the Jaguars, and it has no teams
from Los Angeles. Pass plays are

revised to employ the L and R
Buttons, and
now you can

throw to five dif-

ferent receivers

instead of three

using the usual

A Button, B
Button, Y Button commands.
Larger letters designating

receivers make it easier for the

quarterback to read the field and
unload the ball without getting

sacked. Game fans still view fifty

yards at a time downfield, but

Madden ‘96 now uses a form of

scaling on the gridiron. Football

players shrink in size as they run
down the field or loom larger as

they charge to sack. John Madden
is teamed up with smiling Pat

Summerall for game commentary.
Player photos are highlighted after

any big play (you see Summerall’s

mug if the pro’s picture didn’t make
it into the game). Dazzle your oppo-
nent with new calls from the updat-

ed play book. The instruction man-

“Madden ‘96 includes the
two feline football expan-
sion teams, the Panthers

and the Jaguars.”
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how the defense lines up prior to

snapping the ball.) Don’t be sur-

prised if you throw a few intercep-

tions. Cinematic action highlights

key plays and spotlights outstand-

ing accomplishments, but the ani-

mation is generic—the name won’t

match the face of the player on the

screen. The emphasis in this game
is not on the details, but on the fun.

Rams left for St. Louis, so this

could be the only new football

game with a team representing

Los Angeles. If you’ve played and
enjoyed Tecmo Super Bowl on the

NES or Super NES, Final Edition

employs many of the same design

elements to ensure hours of fun.

Just make sure you have a few

weeks of spare time.

THE FINAL TECMO

SUPS BOWL?
By Tecmo

Tecmo Super Bowl III: The Final

Edition is the third football game
produced by Tecmo for Nintendo

football fans. If Madden football

games offer strategy, Tecmo foot-

ball games satisfy a player’s need

for instantaneous and extreme
gridiron action. This is an arcade

football game packed with bullet

passes, explosive rushes and teeth

jarring tackles.The linesmen don’t

just block or tackle, they slug it out

with the opposing side. If your

adrenaline isn’t pumping after

four downs, you’d better check

your pulse. Tecmo Super Bowl III

is endorsed by the National

Football League and Players, Inc.,

which means that all of the

authentic logos, player names and
numbers are included in the

game. Choose from three modes
of play: Pre-Season, Season and
Pro-Bowl. A battery back-up

tracks your progress throughout

the 17-week season. Died-in-wool

Tecmo fans aren’t overwhelmed by
the small details of other football

games: it’s impossible tojump off

sides, there are only 16 offensive

plays to choose from and you have

a decade or two to pick your defen-

sive strategy. Watch the action

unfold from a sideline perspec-

tive, 25 yards at

a time. Eligible

receivers off

the screen are

designated by

arrows, but you
won’t have a

clue about the defensive coverage

around the receiver. (Hint: watch

While simple to play,Tecmo Super
Bowl III does have enough cus-

tomized features to meet the

demands of football enthusiasts.

Confounded by a quarterback

controversy? Customize your plays

and divide up the duties between

your talented prospects. Assign

your quicker QB to the run and

shoot and use the best arm in shot-

gun formations. If you don’t like

the 16 plays in

your play

books, tear up
the pages and
revise your

plans. Slap glue

on your hands

by turning off

the fumble
option. Final

Edition
includes a

Super Star

Editor, letting

you create play-

ers or even put yourself in the

game on your favorite team.

Weekly status

reports track

every yard cov-

ered by all the

NFL players in the

league. As a final

added bonus, the

finishing touches were made to

Tecmo Super Bowl III before the

“The linesmen don’t

just block or tackle,

they slug it out with the
opposing side.”
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NHL '96 REVOLUTION
By Electronic Arts

Since Ice Hockey for the NES was
released in March of 1988, hockey
fans have spent hard earned money
searching for the best game off the

ice. The quest is over. NHL ‘96 for

the Super NES is the Stanley Cup
and grail of all hockey video games.
This game doesn’tjust light up the

goal light, it burns the boards and
sets the ice on fire.NHL ‘96 has it all.

TheNHL and NHLPA licensed Pak
includes all the players from the

entire 1995 NHL season with

updated official team logos. This is

your last chance play as the Quebec
Nordics (if you’ve been living

under a rock, the team moved to

Denver). And get ready for new
innovations.
While hockey

veterans might
remember few

changes
between NHL
‘94 and NHL
‘95, EAs latest hockey cartridge is a
quantum leap beyond its predeces-

sors. The realistic graphics and

“NHL ‘96 for the Super
NES is the Stanley Cup
and grail of all hockey

video games.”

sounds are incredible. Ice rink sur-

face textures look so real they make
you shiver. New sound samples
announce face-offs, penalties and
end of play. An echo effect repli-

cates arena acoustics. A feature

you’ll quickly recognize if you’ve

been to a real NHL game. Getting

trounced by the computer player?

Select an easier

skill level or learn

a new techique.

New moves in-

clude fake shots,

drop passes, the

dizzying 360 spin-

o-rama, quick stops or the all-time

favorite, check-your-victim off the

ice. If that makes you mad, drop the

stick, throw off the

gloves and duke it out in

the fight option. Nailing

the puck between the

posts is tougher because

of the enhanced A.I. The
cart also features an
option that places you in

the middle of the action,

even if youskate

like Bambi. \bu
can create your

own hockey
personae to add to your
favorite NHL roster.

Unlike some sports games
that make minor improve-

ments and update player

statistics,NHL ‘96 exceeds

the expectations of the

most jaded video game
enthusiasts. Game on!
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GREAT ONE OR RE RUN?
favorite team through an 84-game
season. While the NHL is not asso-

ciated with thisgame (no authentic

team logos), there are 26 profes-

sional clubs to edit and rename,

By Time Warner Interactive

Since 1979, Wayne Gretzky has

been recognized as “the great one,”

winning ten Art Ross Trophies and
the title of the NHEs
all-time goal scorer.

Time Warner’sWayne
Gretzky and the

NHLPA All Stars is a

tribute to the hockey

legend’s accomplish-

ments.This is the only

Super NES hockey

game to feature full

motion video. The
video highlights re-

produce a rinkside

version of an instant

replay, complete with analyst com- including a new team from Denver,

mentary and crowd noise. All the If you don’t like your team colors,

players and edit the player

statistics from “...highlights reproduce a jerseys to suit

the 1994-95 rinkside version of instant your taste. Exhi-

hockey season
, Complete with

biti°n a"d "T"
are included r

%

1 r nament modes
in this battery- analyst commentary feature an addi-

backed pak.
^^“““ tionalsixnation-

Play exhibition games, an all star

open tournament, or guide your

al teams from Europe and North

America. A handy arrow cursor

informs you of the exact location

of a loose puck, and the player’s

name appearswhen they have pos-

session. If the going gets too tough,

select from one of three levels of

difficulty or fight it out By select-

ing the intimidate option, you can

start fights during a match up.

NHLPA All Star’s arcade fight

mode is not like organized hockey

games the first player knocked
down goes to the penalty box while

the victor continues to skate on the

ice. Select the simulation option to

send both brawlers into penalty

boxes. Gretzky fans will be thrilled

to see Wayne’s mug on every game
menu screen. Is this game a win-

ner? Does it ignite the goal lamp or
merely glance off the posts? If

you’re collecting sports games and
Gretzky is a god in your book, go
for it. Otherwise, Power favors

NHL ‘96 to win this year’s Stanley

Cup.

PASSING THE PACK
While unassisted goals look cooler than ice

shavings, the odds of getting the puck be-

tween the posts in one-on-one situations are

slim. Turn the statistics in your favor by pass-

ing the puck in front of the net before you
shoot Avoid the defense and maintain pos-

session of the puck while the rest of your

players move inside the blue line. Once the

center, left and right wings are in front of

the net, start passing. Frequent passing can

confuse the goalie and set your team up for

the winning shotjust remember: this strate-

gy works against you as well as it does for you.

2^

E;
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FIFA ‘96SERIOUSLY KICKS

By Electronic Arts

If you’re a soccer fan, FIFA ‘96 is

essential equipment. This mega
soccer game is stuffed with tons of
detail. The Pak
features over

237 unique

teams in 12 dif-

ferent leagues.

Pick a team and
play in the

World, American, Brazilian,

Swedish, Malaysian, Italian,

English, French, German, Dutch,

Scottish or Spanish leagues. What
could be better than having all

these teams? Dig in your cleats—

FIFA ‘96 includes the names and
numbers of all the authentic play-

ers on these teams. That’s 3,792

‘This mega soccer game
is packed with over 237
unique teams in 12 dif-

ferent leagues.”

individual players ranked accord-

ing to 14 different attributes, from
reaction time to bicycle kick ability.

If you’ve played other soccer

games, like World Cup U.S. ‘94, you

already know that

tons of detail

can’t compen-
sate for lousy

game play. For-

tunately, FIFA
‘96’s playability is

one of thegame’s best features. Ball

control and movement are realistic.

An innovative strength gauge
called a Power Circle surrounds the
player with the ball, letting you
know exactly how much energy
you’re packing behind your kick.

Choose a team with accurate shoot-

ers, or dazzle your opponent with

speed and fast passes

down the field. Team
strengths are broken
down and rated accord-

ing to shooting, running,

passing, tackling and
attacking abilities as well

as goalie quality. If you’re

completely ovewhelmed
by the reams of details,

look for the “Overall”

gauge at the bottom of
the screen—it provides a

quick summary of a team’s chance
for victory. The playing perspec-

tive pans diagonally up and down
the field, giving players a view of
roughly one-sixth of the playing

area at any one time. Passes and
kicks are fast—so fast that the

scrolling of the screen sometimes
has trouble keeping the ball in

view. Voice samples announce
goals, fouls and throw-ins, but if

you don’t like the noise, the options

menu turns off the music or sound
effects. Do you live in a household
of soccer fanatics? FIFA ‘96 has a

multi-player option for simultane-

ous action of up to five players at

one time. You can split up the sides

or let everyone play on the same
team! Unlike other new EA titles,

FIFA ‘96 doesn’t have an option to

create or trade players, but to com-
plain about this omission would be
to split the finest of fine hairs.
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KONAMI KICKS GRASS!
By Konami

Konami kicks up some turf with

their latest sports title,

International Superstar Soccer

Deluxe. The password-backed Pak
is stuffed with vibrant graphics

and stunning sound. Action is the

main ingredient and the flavor is

overwhelming, and hypersonic

kicks and agile footwork keep the

game moving at a breathtaking

pace. This is one of the few soccer

games available that emphasizes

ball control, allowing you the

option of faking out your oppo-
nent as you work your way down-
field. The chants and cheers of the

crowd pump up adrenaline levels

as the players stampede across the

field. Player details are crystal

clear; you can read the numbers
and see the individual stripes in

each jersey. A commentator keeps

you up-to-date on the action, but

his enthusiastic interjections

(“GOOOOOOOOAL!!!!!”) get

repetitive and stale after a few

hours of play and the only option

we found for turning off the voice

was the television volume button.

A transparent radar screen helps

players keep the entire field in per-

spective, allowing for long kicks.

Soccer Deluxe has 36 international

teams and eight different stadiums

to choose from.

The team ros-

ters are user

friendly—smi-

ley faces or

frowns inform

you of each

player’s condition and attitude.

Substitute grumpy players for the

ones having a good day, but

remember that the best player’s

bad days can beat the worst player’s

hottest streak. You
can choose from over

16 different team for-

mations, and the

game allows for

minor line adjust-

ments in all areas of

the field. Each play-

er’s attribute can be

modified, in fact, we
found we could mod-
ify everything in the

game except for the

“...remember that the
best player’s bad days can
beat the worst player’s

hottest streak.’’

player’s name (the player names in

International Superstar Soccer

Deluxe do not resemble real life

athletes in any
league). Playing

against the com-

puter can be

tough, even

when the diffi-

“ culty level isn’t

maxed out. Int’l Superstar Soccer

Deluxe has a multi-player option,

and up to four can team up against

one another or gang up on the

tough computer opponent
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GO AHEAD, MAKE MY PLAY
By JVC

JVC enters the video gridiron grid-

lock by teaming up with one of the

greatest running backs in NFL his-

tory. Get ready for Emmitt Smith
Football, a game not only
endorsed but designed by the

superstar himself. This battery-

backed pak mixes new innovations

with many tried and true elements

of previous football hits. Emmitt
Smith Football includes instant

replay, options to pass to three dif-

ferent receivers and an audible fea-

ture. Play selection screens and the

thirty yard downfield perspective

leave the old timers reminiscing

about their first Madden games.
An innovative Play Editor lets arm-
chair quarterbacks create their

own offensive or defensive plays or
redesign any .

‘Emmitt Smith fanatics

will go gonzo over see-

ing Smith’s picture and
hearing his voice every

few minutes.”

minutes of turning the

power on. Pass plays are

easy to complete unless

you’re up against a heavy

zone. If a
of the 60 plays

in the game.
Emmitt Smith
Football is an
easy game to

play, too. User

friendly game
menus get beginning players up
and running for first downs within

r
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receiver
runs beyond
the view of
the quarter-

back, a

handy color

coded mark-
er tells you if the receiver is open or

covered (green for open, yellow for

single coverage and red for double
coverage). The Play Editor is both

detailed and versatile, but first

time users may be intimidated by
its complex features. Thankfully,

the instruction manual has a tutor-

ial section to get play designers

started. Once you have a play

drawn up, test it against various

defensive or offensive formations.

Each custom play generates a

password, so you can take it any-

where and play it on any Game
Pak. Emmitt Smith fanatics will

go gonzo over seeing Smith's

picture and hearing his voice

every few minutes. In addition

to posing for photos on the

menu screen, Smith interjects

with praise or constructive criti-

cism after good and bad plays.

If you're a big Emmitt Smith fan,

this game is definitely one for your
sports memorabilia collection. If

you're looking for a football game
with all the authentic players and
team logos, you might consider

other games endorsed by the NFL
and Players, Inc. But ifyou've always

wanted to design and test your per-

sonal plays stand up against the

pros or just the neighborhood
schmoes, you want to check this

game out.
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PLAYBY PLAY WITH
EMMITT SMITH

N.P. What is yourfavoritefeature in

thegame
1

?

E.S. My favorite feature in Emmitt
Smith Football has to be the vari-

ety of plays. We put in 60 custom

plays. That’s a lot of variety. I’ve

played so many video games that I

know you need that variety to

keep the game interesting.

Video games are like a secondjob

for Emmitt Smith. He’s been play-

ing them for years. It only seems

natural that Smith would com-
bine his two favorite occupa-

tions into an action packed
sports game from JVC. We
managed to catch up with the

NFLs premier running back

and ask him a few questions

regarding his new game,
Emmitt Smith Footbath

Nintendo Power Tell us about

your role in the making of

Emmitt Smith Football for the

Super NES.

rlun
3333
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N.P. Besides theDallas Cowboys, what

other teams doyou like in thegame
1

?

E.S. Obviously, the 49ers are a

great team, but I also like the

Raiders. There’s always been
something about the Raiders that

gets fans going—the Raider mys-

tique. It’s there even in a video—
game.

Emmitt Smith: I enjoyed devel-

oping the plays in the game
and I helped out with quality

control, testing and playing

the game at different stages.

But drawing up the plays was

the best part. As you progress

in football from high-school

to college to the pros, you
learn how to add the bells and
whistles that refine the plays.

That’s fun.

7J3 * S>
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N.P. Any personal tipsfor players

startingout?

E.S. Okay, you could probably

guess this one, but my advice is

to run the ball. In this game, it’s

easier to get the yardage you

need on the ground.

N.P. What are some of your

favorite plays in Emmitt Smith

Football?

E.S. I like both the Lead Draw
and the Slant. Why ? These are

plays that I run on the field.

When you practice a play every

day for real, it’s easy to take that

to the video game and execute

it there. The better you know a

play where the blockers are,

what yourjob is and all of that,

the better you’ll run it.

N.P. Care to comment on the Dallas

Cowboys’ chancesfor the Super Bowl

thisyear

?

E.S. Good. Very good. We’re exe-

cuting well right now. As long as

everyone stays healthy, we’ve got a

good shot at it.
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*^W WW As the newest

(and most

I gullible) jp-ecruit

1 in theB space

I corps, you’re

I given comnppna
of your own star-
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1 encroaxhing
threat of the Sultan of Slime and ms gooey slug

armada. AS§isting,;ydu is Fido, your ship’s canine
computer and^ybur best buddy. Fido is indisperiSu,

able, outlining mission

orders, helping you run ~j

the ship, explaining new iMwiltT l i

©1995 LucasArts Entertainment Company
All Rights Reserved

H
Following in

the whimsical

footsteps of

Zombies Ate
My Neighbors
comes
LucasArts’

newest adven-
ture title, Big

Sky Trooper. Though it looks and
feels much like Zombies, Big Sky
Trooper is aimed at a slightly

crowd. -===
Novice H

|

common- ^BinT
i|
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dos will
. ^Hjj' i ,

appreci- ^Halr;wjDpH8BI l :
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simpler ^B .

“
puzzles, 1 L

the multitude of clever power-ups
and the HUGE life bar!

Your ship is equipped with

the latesfmedical technolo-

_JK— ,, gy. If your life

bar runs low, just

beam up and use

a health fruit icon

i H at the f irst aid sta-ll lion lot a r < >m-

pleic

Though most of your mis-

sions aren’t very compli-

cated, there’s quite a bit

to do, so you’ll want to

save yourgame as you go
along. The sleep cham-
bers allow you to save up
to four files, each show-

ing your game time and

current rank.
{Please stand by.

rs.

-
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Each planet iscrawlincEach planet is crawling

(slurping?) with slugs,but the truly ft '

j
major foes lie underground. Navigating mazes

:

keys becomes a nearly full-time occupation.

Warp Six, Fido.

yriic invading slugs have sabotaged

the fabled <2*rantum Mechanics

machin<js$pou know, the machines

that keep the universe from deflat-

«fmd stuff like that), and it’s your

*5ob to repair them. Fido will

explain each mission in turn and
pinpoint your next destination on
the starmap. Your first task at most
stops will hfe to destroy any slug

ships in ojmit. Once the enemy
patral’fffave been repelled, you can

^ beam down to the planet surfat

continue your mission.

® r.T GO
L J

>

Asteroids-like game play is enhanced
when you locate and install better

engines and advanced weapons like

space mines and quark torpedoes.

iSaid.B

Most of<youi time will be spent ejfploring

tne more than 100 planets in your

frying slugs and searching for

Besides food and blaster batteri

find upgrades for your combat

:er chips for Fido and items you can use

barter at trading posts. Planetary con-

didprfs vary, and you may ijgtJje able to

{i
fully explore a planet until you obu

“
:ific suit upgrade. Awou com

va^jqpS missions, you’ll bt

a promotion and an increai

bar. Once a planet i:

you can deploy a transM^elay and
it tojump to your ugJnaestin;

Slip, Sliding Away
After you rescue the secret agent, he (or she—your character and the

agent can be male or female) tells you to go to Arctos 1 to find the

first star map chip. The planets icy surface seemingly prevents you
from reaching the maze entrance. —

’

Find this small patch of land that juts out
onto the frozen lake. Stand on the bottom
edge and push onto the ice diagonally,

down ana left.

ft w
H*

You can't steer on the ice, but if you
launch from the right spot, you'll bounce
around until you end up on the top shore
of the lake.

Now push onto the ice straight downward.
You'll end up on another patch of snow, and
from there it's just a few steps to the

maze entrance.
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T YOUR HANKIES
Mind-Your-Manners here, with a warning to all my well-behaved

readers about a horrid experience 1 had with my son Johnny. He used to
* be such a nice boy, cleaning his room and using “shall” correctly. But sud-

denly his room is a mess and he listens to that dreadful rock‘ n’roll music.
When I ask him to discuss opera, he blurts out, “Boogerman! Interplay’s five-

stage slimefest featuring the stinkiest superhero ever. Eccentric millionaire
Snotty Ragsdale dons the red cape of
Boogerman and enters dimension X-cre-

ment to seek out the fiendish jl

Boogermeister. To fight evil and see that

justice is done, he uses every bodily func-

tion and/or fluid known to mankind.
|

Check out this 24-meg powerhouse if

you want to slip-slide into a rollicking
jgp V l.

- -

good time!” Sob! I have to run to the

e now. For some reason,

Johnny’s going through a dozen
packages of hankies a week!

mm*



BOOGERMAN

Batman has his utility belt, the Green Arrow has his trash piles to get these goodies. Ever the good role

quiver of arrows, and Boogerman has his er-uh-gas- model, Boogerman never tires of extolling the

trointestinal tract. He reloads by chowing down on virtues of a healthy, balanced diet. Just be careful

the four basic food groups: balls of mucus, beans, not to light a match when he's around!

milk and red hot chili peppers. He’ll even dig in

Your basic boogie bash. Often imitated but never sur-

Excellent for wiping out low- passed. Power-up to a super
level bad guys. burp to break through walls.

Ladies know never to kiss

Boogerman after he's eaten
a chili pepper.

Grab 30 plungers in a level to

S

ain an extra life. They're often
uried in trash piles, so dig it,

man!Boogerman gets his best
long-range attack after gulp-

ing a bottle of milk.

Enemies head for the hills

whenever Boogerman sends
a methane missile flying

their way.

Chomp a chili pepper for this

special power-up, which
allows Boogerman to fly!

THE LONG AND
MUCKY ROADWHAT A RELIEF!

Halfway through each level,

Boogerman can leap on a
brown platform and an out-
house will erupt from the
ground. This is the perfect
place to relax and freshen
up. If Boogerman loses a life,

he’ll return here, instead of
at the beginning of the level.

He can sometimes leap from
the outhouse
roof to reach
power-ups.

Always one to sniff out a trail.

Boogerman "nose" the right way
when he smells it. He can jump into a

teleport nose and be blown out some-
where else. Handkerchief, anyone?



I PI IP
I j

Because green goonies appear suddenly through-

I
F SIF I I

out F*atu ^ent Swamps, it’s better to walk, not run,H I I and be ready to flick at a moment’s notice. When
you come to a vine, you may wonder who greased it. Actually,

climbing a vine is easier than it looks.Just hold Up while repeat-

edly pushing the B Button. If you see an enemy waiting at the

top, simply stop pushing the B Button. Boogerman will slowly
slide down the same slippery way he came.m journey with a stroll

through the slough.

Down in the dirt,

watch out for sinister

snails and soldiers

with spears. Ignore

the carnivorous
plants, though. Their
bite is not nearly as

: | bad as their bark!
Once Boogerman
takes to the trees,

he’ll have to dodge
pesky bats. Just move
fast and don’t get
bogged down!

j|

pllpj n As a child, Boogerman liked to watch Tarzan

I P l| PM # movies while eating heaping bowls of baked

I III I I beans. Now he gets a chance to emulate his hero
by swinging through the trees with the greatest of ease. If the

bats don’t drive Boogerman batty, he’ll find lots of power-ups.

A nose hidden high

.

this tree will tele-

port Boogerman to

toilet. Flame frrt

around the sewers
to find four (count

'em!) extra lives.
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BOOGERMAN

It looks like the milk man got confused and
left his delivery behind this pile of rocks. A
super burp or frrt is as good as a jackham-
mer for finding your way to this loogie

Leap into this tree at the

end of Level 1 to grab an
extra life and 100 points. A
jumpy guard will try to

block your way.
A trail of vines leads to a milk

bottle hidden high in the last tree

in this level.

1
'

%»r- '

1

fi

R9



Boogerman’s cape, which
indicates how much energy
he has. Yellow is the warn-
ing color. Start searching
around for a red cape,

which will restore his ener-

gy. If Boogerman has full

energy when he finds a

cape, he'll get a super
charge and be able to

absorb three hits before los-

ing a life.

riiri n The plot—and a few bodily fluids—thicken as

IP IIP I *1 Boogerman delves deeper into the stinky

w depths of Flatulent Swamps. His newest ene-
mies are ghosts that drift over the landscape like swamp gas.

A simple butt whomp will often spirit them away. As always,
slimy snails and spear-wielding guards are green with envy
for Boogerman.
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BOOGERMAN

If you've gotten to this point, stay
high in the branches while the
bats flit by harmlessly below.

Another milk bottle and more
points are stashed behind

this tree near the exit from
Flatulent Swamps. The milk

bottle will help Boogerman
spit and polish. 4



liSEST!

Follow the yellow brick road—er, green
intestinal tract. Interplay has loaded up
this section with lots of ear wax, zits and
other stuff that game-makers usually air-
brush out. Besides tangling with the usual
assortment of green monsters, Booger-
man will have to pick off running scabs if

he wants to make it through this yucky area
in one piece.

I Watch out for the clips in the

I PI/PI I road, where hopping mad
* monsters wait to ambush

Boogcrman. Fortunately, their noisy antics

will often tip you off before you stumble onto
them. Keep climbing by (ramping on the

trampolines. Be careful of where you wind
up, though. Waiting monsters would love to

see you make a crash landing!
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LEVEL 2I ectly to the

toilet, head for the straight-

away next to the first trampo-
I

,

line. Once there, dig in the 1 1 &
trash pile for a chili pepper. r

r '

Then it’s time to go to the

sewers, where that extra

rocket boost from the pep-

per will save you from sink-

ing in the slimy depths! The pepper will be back in the

same place when you return. Try to keep it as you fin-

ish this level. It won’t be easy, though. Takejust one hit

and you’ll lose your precious flame power!

Liftl V
Troub,e ^

(
I PIIPJ \ comes in small

^

I V packages when you’re

traveling through Dimension X-crement.

Atall times, be extra wary of little bouncing
monsters. Appearing in teams of two or

three, they move fast and are hard to hit. If

you try butt-whomping these pesky fellows,

you’ll probably miss, and then they’ll get you!

Try flicking, burping or frrting at them
instead. These monsters are even nastier in

the sewers, where they climb out of manholes
and lurk on ledges and pipes!

It's time for some more rope-swinging. This
treasure trove that includes an extra life.

Remember the chili

pepper that you so
carefully saved

from Level 2? It

will help you get

two extra lives

high overhead in

this level. One is

high above the first

trampoline on your

path, the second is

just after the exit



I ri/ri #1 Warning! Warning! You are now entering the Pit of the Pits! Don’t

P l|PI too quick to detour through the sewers, though. First, check out I

I area between the two toilets for a trash pile containing a chili p<

per. There’s a chili pepper in the sewers, too. Don’t be too hot to burn off these babi

They’ll come in handy when you come face-to-ugly-face with the repulsive Revol

Whenever you return from the sewers, you’ll find all the power-ups in the le 1

replenished. Even the extra lives reappear for your burping pleasure.

Level 4 is fairly straightforward, but

there's a hidden bonus area near the
end. See that little red scab dashing

about just below you on your way out

I of the Pits? He's your clue to push
Down to grab some extra points. rVw

BONUS' Wm\

r
r 4 REVOLTA

—mhm

* S
•BE
E



The final stretch
leading to the

exit begins in a

f cave that con-

\ tains a hidden

gyj
extra life. Watch
out for the guard,

though!

You’ve only just begun to explore the
* “ * • dirty depths of Boogerman. It’s time to

take some night air by strolling through
the lovely burg of Boogerville. Then, catch the
spectacular view from the Mucous Mountains

S' and cavort through Nasal Caverns. All the time,
Ou Boogerman is salivating for his final stop: Pus
SL Palace, home of the nefarious Boogermeister!

" Ready for some night life?

Want to paint the town green?
Ahhh, but some icky guys want to spoil

your fun. You’ll also get your first look at

the Boogermeister, whose ugly mug
gracescampaign posters. And avoid sali-

va lake.A dip there could be your last!

Boogerman will spend a lot of

time following the proboscis
trail. If he gets lost, he can
always goback up where he came down.

These rotund mon-
sters hold their breath

until they burst,

showering you with
toxic goo.

from all the scaffolds and dangling ropes, Boogerville
<e a town under construction.

Fresh mountain air makes Boogerman want to burp!

Villi 1
^hile hiking and admiring the saliva-falls, he’ll have to

w\ IV watch out for the rams that want to butt him into the valleys

below. Next, he’ll delve deep into Nasal

Caverns, where some mangy miners T-fo _

make sure he

never sees the

light of day again!
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SQUARE ON SGI

S
quare Soft recently exhibited

some awesome animation at

SIGRAPH, the computer graph-

ics convention in L.A. Although the

buzz word was that the animations were

aken from Final

fantasy VII for

heNU 64, Square

didn't confirm

that. The incredi-

ble looking poly-

gon graphics

ere, in fact, of FF
'I characters.

Square also

emonstrated
iow it created the figures using wire-

rames and texture maps on Silicon

Graphics Onyx workstations. In the

inuary issue, we’ll be able to report on
hat was actually shown at Shoshinkai,

hich takes place at the end of

lovember. In the mean time, Epic fans

/on't be surprised to hear that Square's

animation goes where no game has

gone before. (Square seems to be mak-
ing a habit of that) Your Epic Center

editors got to view a special video of the

animation. It featured extraordinary

polygon characters that moved about

and fought in an open 3-D world.

(Background elements clearly showed
high quality texture mapping on poly-

gon surfaces. A dragon swooped in

over the combatants and then a castle

blew up in the most realistic comput-

er generated explosion we've ever

seen. This was light-years beyond any

RPG graphics to date. If you thought

the Nintendo Ultra 64 was just for

action games,
fighters and
flight sims,

think again.

Well done
adventures and

RPGs will per-

haps be the

most impres-

sive of all the

new breed of

64-bit games.

MARIO UPDATE

S
ometimes life is especially

sweet for Epic gamers and diis

is one of those times. A sixty

percent completed version of Super

Mario RPG magically appeared at die

Epic Center desk and proceeded to

stun everyone who saw it. The biggest

surprise was that there was an actual

RPG battle system, contrary to what

we had heard earlier. Mario does

stomp on enemies, but that only

launches the battle screen sequence,

which turns out to be menu-based.

One innova-

tion in the bat-

tle system is

that the menu
is set up to cor-

respond to the

Control Pad.

For instance,

pressing Right

activates
Mario's special

attack.The bat-

tle screens, as

you can see, have been rendered in 3-D

just like the rest of thegame and attack

animations include the use of weapons

when they are equipped. Another wel-

come surprise turned out to be the ease

of moving about in the three-quarter

perspective world. Mario easily dodges

enemies and he also gets to jump up

and hit scattered blocks for power-ups

and saves. During visits to town, Mario

talks to people, buys items and learns

secrets just as in a standard RPG, but

the 3-D graphics shine and Mario does

more than previous RPG characters,

even highly animated heroes such as

Crono. Mario, for instance, bounces on

beds, gets hung up on coat hooks and
falls flat on his face. It's fun and a little

weird, but it's definitely Mario and an

RPG. The current release schedule for

the U.S. looks like late February.
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(Theadventure began with a notefrom the

King.)

Welcome friends! I would be here to greet
YOU PERSONALLY, BUT I LEFT THIS MORNING ON
A MISSION THAT REQUIRED MY PERSONAL

ATTENTION....YOU MUST PROVE YOURSELF TO
ME BEFORE I GRANT YOU ACCESS TO THE
Castle. Go to the desertjust to the
SOUTHEAST OF HERE, AND PROVE YOUR WORTH!

Sincerely yours,

KINGGOLBERT

(An adventurer named Cyrano began

timidly, but his storysoon developed into

oneofthe most interesting in Wizards

Realm.)

CentrlRain

Cyrano timidly walked up to the

door of the castle. Upon reading the

note on the door, he set off to the

desert on foot, relieved that he

wouldn’t have to meet the king face-

to-face, especially with a face like his.

(Later, Cyrano met up withPeach and
theman and magicdogheadedout to

sea.)

CentrlRain

Peachjumped up onto some pillows

while Cyrano asked the man, “Sir, can

you perhaps tell us where the shrine

on this island

is? We seek the

Sword ofTruth,'
and have heard that it lies hid-

den on this island in a shrine.”

“Yes,” said the old man in a surpris-

ingly young-sounding voice, “I can

tell you where the shrine is.’’^^^^_

“You can?” asked Cyrano, surprised.

“Where is it?”

The old niaM sprea< 1 his arms.

Cyrano was even nx >re surprised.

“This? ThisTsl:

(HurtJHandCentrlRain used

thesome characters to

advance thestoryand

set puzzlesforeach

other.)
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HurtJH
Inside, they found sights of total hor-

ror. Peach was stunned speechless

while Cyrano stared at the many
skeletons inside. They saw what
looked like a building inside the

whale. They knew it must have been
part of the shrine swallowed whole,

protected by the magic of the Sword
of Truth. They walked towards the

entrance, as forbidding as it looked.

On the door was a note:

Inside lies the mighty Sword
of Truth.

Only theJust and True person can
wield it.

Be warned, those who do not pass

will die.

(Puzzles becamen centralpart ofthe

gdmefor manyplayers including Dred,13
vfhoseparty ofadventurers ran into the

evilMagnus.)

Dredl3

“Evil reversed, evil reversed, EVIL
REVERSED!! Man, how hard IS it to

kill a dead person? Wait a second ”

Jaison thought about what he had
just said. Magnus was already dead,

therefore, to kill him again he would
have to be

“That’s it. evil reversed....Saying

‘evil’ backwards is live LIVE!!!”

(Tasks in Wizard’s Realm took many
forms. Oneplayer might seta taskfor

another whilesomeplayers invented tasks

for themselves, then carried themout)

FF3man3991
Fritz finally found the man when he

^sot to the rift. “I came to this land to

see if you had the right to take

the legendary light

dagger. I

heard you had collected

the five magic tools.

Give me them now.”

Fritz handed the

man the magic
wrench, the

magic hammer,
the magic drill,

the magic screw-

driver, and the

whatcha-ma-call-it

light bulb he got

from Orfio. The man
threw them into the

sky. Fritz thought they\

would all fall, but they

floated past the clouds. A shining

dagger came down out of the f

.

clouds and down to the ground.

“This is the light dagger.” said the

(Nothing iseverquite what itseems in

Wizards Realm, even after the defeat of

Moldrin, theendseemed in doubt

)

DragonX099

“So, you two kids killed the great

Moldrin. Now how did you manage
that?”

“Well, I guess you could say we got

lucky.” Darwin answers

“Congratulations to the kids who
defeated my old geezer of an

enemy,” Golbert laughs.

“My Liege, Moldrin wasn’t that

old.” Lidia states.

“I know, but King
Golbert WAS!” And
King Golbert’s form

starts to change as he
laughs endlessly.

Finally, he stops laugh-

ing and Moldrin the evil

sorcerer appears before

them. “You fools, You
killed the King! hahaha...”

: A
(TJAJ’. X FRAOX-
scoiiy aoo a
F<au Dozen

cbARACceRS co
scarc cbem off,

on-line Role-
PLAyeRS CR6AC-
eo An enclRe

UaORlO.” - MM Geoff

ifr
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This month,

Epic Center fea-

tures a guided,

strategic tour

of the first half

of Square Soft’s

incredible new
adventure, Secret of
Evermore. The dangers may be
chilling, but you’ll never even

feel a draft if you stick to our
proven strategies.

|

he young hero of
I Evermore begins his

adventure in a theater,

ogling the make-believe
heroics of Hollywood.

I Throughout this 32-

megabit game, the boy compares his

harrowing adventures to the fictions he
has seen on the silver screen. But Secret
of Evermore goes far beyond cinematic
fantasies. In the fantastic worlds of
Evermore, the boy and his dog face puz-
zles, chaos, battles and tests, not to men-
tion the evil manipulations ofan unseen
enemy. Brawn and brain must be used in

real-time action that will be familiar to
veterans of Secret of Mana or the Zelda
series. You’ll play as the boy and his dog,

switching control between the two
or raising their strength and

experience as you go. It’s a

game you’ll want to play forever
more. Square soft may have
started out with a Mana looka-

like, but in the end they created
a unique game that is bound to

be a classic.

ENDO POWER



After landing in the jungle, a

wolfish dog appears, who proves

to be your canine companion.
The bone he fetches for you
becomes your first weapon. Use it

as often as possible in order to

build up its power. Take time to

whack every plant and mosquito
in the jungle. In the raptor clear-

ing, keep on

BEDAZZLED
The scene is set when the boy automatically

walks into the mansion in Podunk, where the

Professor’s dream machine comes alive and
zaps him and his pooch to the alternate real-

ity of Evermore. Briefly, you’ll meet
Carltron the butler and Professor

Ruffleberg, then you’ll find yourself in an
empty chamber. Touch the golden dome
by using your B button to retrieve the

bazooka. The first battle teaches the

basics. Aim and push B to fire at the two
flying robots. Wait for the power meter
to fill back up to 100%, then fire again.

You can’t take damage here. It’s just

practice.

BVNGLE IN
THE JUNGLE

JURASSIC JUMP
Raptors, something like those in Jurassic

Park (although not quite as deadly), hide in

the four bushes in the clearing. They move
like lightning and
strike with bony
spurs on their feet.

Control the boy directly and set the dog's

Action function high on the Fight scale.

One raptor attacks at a time. You can flush

them by
They move can outmani
them and whack them in the side or back.

There are four raptors to dispatch, but
don't worry if they get the better of

you, because you'll end up in the vil-

lage no matter what happens.



FIRE IN HER EYES
Elizabeth created this prehistoric world with the help of
her uncle’s machine, but now she can’t escape. Her village
contains plenty of helpful people, shops for armor and
alchemy elements, and an inn for restoring your HP.

V My brother, Strong Heart,
told me that he u/as
going to look, for the big
bug in the Bugmuck.

BUG HUNT
Strong Heart the alchemist has been missing

for days in the steamy Bugmuck to the east of
the village. Yourjob, if you choose to accept it,

is to storm theBugmuck single-handedly and
find Strong Heart It’s that simple...or is it?

IP BUGMUCK WAY
The path to the Bugmuck lies through
jungle, desert and swamp. When you
defeat foes, you’ll earn Talons, which can
be used to buy items. In the desert, step

into a sand whirlpool at least once in

order to find the hidden shop.

IP HARD BALL
Strong Heart’s brother also teaches you
the alchemy formula for Hard Ball, an
attack that uses one part Crystal and one
part Clay. For every Crystal and Clay in

your possession, you can use the formula
once against an enemy. Alchemy formu-
las become much stronger with repeated
use. If you take some time to fight with

Flash and Hard Ball early on to build up
their power, it helps out later when you
really need them.

HEART OF DARKNESS
The heart of Thraxx is the monster's weakest spot.
Rap on its ribs with the Bone Crusher, then duck
inside close to the heart when the ribs spread open.
Use Flash and Hard Ball against the heart repeatedly,
healing yourself and the dog with Petals and Biscuits

as required. ^



VILE VIPERS
North of the village lies the Mammoth's
Graveyard whef£ you'll run into trouble in

the form of vipers.-The reptilian ruffians rum-
ble and roll, but you and the dog are more
than a match for them. Go to the left side of
the graveyard

and wait for

the vipers to

come within *

range. Trias is

also a greet

place to build |
up your attack

formulas.

THE BIG CHILL
Following your glorious victory over the bug,

you’ll win the Spider’s Claw axe and get new
alchemy formulas from Strong Heart in two

locations, behind a cliff and south of the vil-

lage. Upon returning to the village, you’ll find

that the local volcano has shut down and the

world is growing colder. Your next mission will

be to worm inside and turn up the tempera-

ture. Get some sleep before heading out, and
buy lots of alchemy ingredients.

HORNING IN
Defeat the silver Viper Commander using Hard
Ball and Flash. After beating him, you’ll earn the

Horn Spear. Practice jabbing the spear at the spi-

ders in the areajust

ahead. The spear

may be more pow-

erful than the Claw

axe, but it’s harder

As you move through the

jungle beyond the grave-

yard, you’ll come to a

cave where a boulder

blocks the way. You’ll

need the Levitation for-

mula to lift the rock.

Look for the cliffofcaves

and use the steam vent platforms to blow your-

self to the lowest ledge on the left, then take

the right vent to the top.

ALL STEAMED UP



THICK
SKINNED

Venture into each of the

caves. Even if you have to

fight it's worth the

effort, because in

one cave you'll win
the Dino Skin armor
which boosts your
defense by seven.

LAWNMOWER BOY
;as, you'll have to cut

ishes to proceed. Both

s can be used to mow
down the barriers.

It's a good idea to

cut down all the

plants in an area to

see if anything is

hidden there.

SWAMP THINGS
Frippos and spiders pose

the biggest threat to your
health. It's easier to use the

axe to squelch the pests,

but use the spear to build

up its strength. Take the

southern route, crossing

long rows of lily pad, to

reach the snake.

IT AIN'T HEAVY
Return out of the mammoth'smouth to the cave that

bores into the mountain. The Levitation spell lifts

the rock, but don't enter until you stock up on ingre-

dients and items. The battles ahead include endless

meetings with vipers and a final confron-

tation with the

hot-tempered
Magmar.

SALABOG
Salabog rises from the mire and attacks with Will O
Wisps and great fangs. Don't waste your Call Beads on
the serpent. Instead, stand in the middle of whichever
bridge is closest to
Salabog. When the snake
lunges forward, strike it

with the spear. Also, the
dog should be at his

most aggressive setting.



WILD WAVES
The water maze may drown your enthusiasm for bathing, but you

have to ride the waves to the dripping end. The key is to hit the

switch that opens the gate. Take the series of pipes that loop around to the far

left in order to reach the pit marked with the switch symbol.

Inside the volcano, you'll have to use

^Levitation to move several boulders. The lava

Blaze includes all of the Mudpepper's you'll

need, but reaching them can be tricky.

Look for boulders resting on the edges r-

^^^^of cliffs. When you push the rocks I

into die lava, diev'll l<»rm bridges I

new areas.

LIZ'S EVIL TWIN
Elizabeth, or Fire Eyes, shows up at the center of

the volcano along with her mysterious.evil

twin. The twin orders ai lava monster named
Magmar to attack. Magmar heals himself con-
tinually by popping back into the lava. Use Acid
Rain and your spear from close range! Keep your
dog attacking and use the Call Beads. Dog bis-

cuits are worth M MB
their weight in

gold here.
j
BOB EfiBOBBujl 1

i
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You'll wake up on tnteach^ffine. wet, and without a

clue. Stop at the shipwreck and talk to the friendly mob
of sailors whose tongues wag with tales of treasure. Be
sure to explore the wreck fully. Earnjewels quickly by
repeatedly defeating the Mad Monk just east of the

shipwreck. Each time you beat the monk, you'll earn 75
jewels, which you should spend on armor.

BLOW THE JOINT

NOBILIA
Gone is the wolfish canine

of Prehistoria, replaced by a

sleek desert hound.
Appearing magically in the

palace fountain, you will

find yourself drawn
toward the palace.

Go inside and sniff

around. You'll learn a

thing or two about the

sacred dog and the

Diamond Eyes.

’TENDO POWER



INSIDE INFO
Pompolonius has posted a hand-
some reward for the recovery of the

dog statue's Diamond Eyes. It is

believed that when the sacred dog
appears, it is a portent that the stat-

ue will be restored. Guess what your
next mission is?

CHOOSE YOUR
POISON
There are two methods for cross-

ing the treacherous sands of the

Nobilia desert. You can hoof across

s burning dunes, risking attack by spi-

der and thorny tumbleweeds, not to

mention the effects of the sun. Or
you can pay the skeletal

Ghost Pirate one
Annihilation Amulet
and he will row you safe-

ly to your destination.

The Amulet costs a ran-

som on the coast, but you

can trade for it cheaply

in Nobilia.

O'

THE SURVIVAL
KIT

city of Nobilia presents a grave dan-

ger to unprepared travelers. Before cross-

ing the desert, heal up your character and
supply him with as many items and ingre-

dients as you can afford. Also, buy the

bronze armor pieces and equip them.

Blimp gives you the Crush formula before

you leave. Use Crush on the enemies out-

side his cave in

order to boost

its power.

DUE NORTH
Far across the burning sands lies the city

of Nobilia. Run straight to the north.

Four oases mark the route to the city, but

between the green

havens lie desert dan-

gers. The entrance to

Nobilia lies on the

west side in a bend in

the wall.

CRUSH
CRITTERS

Buiid up your alchemy and weapons levels

by battling desert critters. The big fight in

Nobilia goes much faster with greater

offensive strength. As your alchemy for-

mula levels increase, so will the powers of

the helpers whom you call with the Call

Beads.

voLm



NOBIIIA MARKET
Trade items to obtain the special pieces of armor and weapons. Each booth’s
owner specializes in one item, which you can trade for another item or com-
bination of items. Some deals are steals and others are ripoffs.

'TENDO POWER



the A'ttofftormula of strengt

Just so happens that he has

that, the medalliqnd go unin

a south of th&ftlaza witjjjffe dog statua'and enter the building with
ie spider inside. RJIlow the spider into tne corner and a sailor

Ipears and tells you that you re a puny weakling. Then he offers ygu

jth, which requires dnAtta

s one for sale for only 100 ji

ir^ price by 50 jewels each

Vou’re a skinny little guy,
aren't you? Vou need
some meat on your
bones.

STEALS 5 DEALS
The basic commodities includejewels,

bags of rice, beads and jars of spice. Start your

trading with a big supply of these items and a

couple of chickens. (Tiny will throw the rock in

exchange for the tapestry.) Your main goals are

the Obsidian Helmet, the Centurion Cape and
two Annihilation Amulets.

d) 3 Jewels each.

(2) 6 Jewels each.

(^) 9 Jewels each.

SPICE
0

4

Bags of Rice or 4 Pots.

© 2 Beads +3 Pots.

Q 20 Jewels.

BEADS
Q 1 2 Jewels.

O 1 0 Jewels.

O 1 Bag of Rice + 3 Jewels.

CERAMIC POTS
^ 2 Bags of Rice.

PERFUME
@ 3 Jars of Spice.

(smsGOMM
(T) 1 Jar of Spice + 2 Bags of Rice.

SERVICES
(fjj) Money Exchange.

^ Apraiser-5 Jewels per Item.

© Armor Polish-Silver Sheath.

ARMOR/WEAPONRY
(]) Obsidian Helmet- 1 0 Jars of Spice.

^ Stone Vest-1 Jeweled Scarab.

^Bronze Gauntlet- 1 Souvenir
Spoon + 2 Tapestries.

^ Silver Sheath-The Sun Stone or

1 Golden Jackal + 1 0 Jars of Spice.

ARTIFACTS
o Souvenir Spoon-2 Jars of Spice.

Golden Jackal-5 Jars of Spice or

2 Chickens.

^ Amulet of Annihilation-

30 bags of Rice.

© Tapestries-3 Beads Each.

© Limestone Tablets-4 Jars of Spice or

2 beads Each.

^ Jeweled Scarab-
1 Jar of SPice +

2 Bottles of Perfume.

© Moxa Stick-2 Chickens +

a Jeweled Scarab + 1 2 Jars of Spice.

© Sunstone-I Limestone Tablet +

5 Bags of Rice.

@ Jade Disk of Emperor Qj- 3 Chickens
and 3 Beads.

^ Rubyheart-1 Moxa Stick or

1 Tapestry +1 Jeweled Scarab
+ I Limestone Tablet.

INN
30 Jewels a Night.

SPELL
(l) Cure- 150 Jewels.
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A TINY FRIEND
Back in Crustacia, you may recall meet-
ing a crusty old salt who spoke of his

brother in Nobilia. Tiny the Barbarian is

that brother. The not-so-tiny Tiny has
the strength of many men, and he's fond
of tossing stones. North of the market in

town, you'll find a stone, which you levi-

tate. Tiny will step in and fling the rock

away if you give him a tapestry. Later,

when you approach Blimp's cave, the

falling stone will create a path to the

vases on the lower ledge.

When you first arrive at Nobilia, the entire
market is bustling with activity, but it seems as
if the whole place will close down in a minute
or two. In fact, it will. A meeting has been called

by the ruler. Don't worry about trading for spe-
cial items until after your upcoming fight.

Instead, get some sleep to restore your health,
then go to the plaza to find your dog and await
your terrible destiny.

MAN'S BEST
FRIEND?

Fate's fickle finger points at you and then thumbs its nose wh
Pompolonious releases the so-called sacred dog in order to choose ;

opponent for Vigor the gladiator. Your dog, transformed into the white
hound, sniffs you out of the crowd and greets you with affection, a

Thus are you singled out to face the mi{
‘

„ ,
jor. Suddenly the

guards haul you off to prison. Is this any way for man's best friend
to treat his master?

Fortunately, the dog gets a
' ll.HK <l< rill liiliiv. il

|

" '
'

'

Ix'fmcihrhig light.

A ROOM AT
THE INN



In preparation for your duel with

Vigor, it seems that the authorities,

who are unaware of your heroic

achievements, believe it is necessary

to lock you in prison to keep you

A FRIEND IN NEED
It turns out that your four-footed friend is notsuch a worthless compan-
ion after all. Sure,maybe hegot you into this mess,but hell also help you

get out of it Follow diedog ashe sniffsabout the prison. First, hell detect

thescentofdieStone\fest inapotThen hell uncoverasecret passage diat

leads tomorearmor.Equip diese items dien, wait fordiegames to begin.

from running away. There's no
chance to visit the inn or buy items,

which is why you need to be pre-

pared for anything before going to

the meeting in the plaza.

MORE EVERMORE

THVMBS DOWN FOR
Vigor the gladiator charges about the Colosseum in an
iron chariot car. I ll'll ram you and attack With a vicious;

boomerang. To make matters worse, the crowd hurls curs-

es and garbage at you throughout the
duel. You can defeat Vigor with lots,of
powerful alchemy formulas or by finding
the safe spot at the west end of the Colos-

seum about halfway up. Each time Vigor
charges, he'll turn just before reaching
you. That's the moment to hit him. The
safe spot is also safe from the stuff thrown
by the crowd. If you're patient, you won't take a single hit.

The previous pages contain the trading information

for the market so you can prepare for the next

stages of the game by trading for armor and
weapons. Then, next month's continuing cover-

age of Secret of Evermore will take you

|
beyond Nobilia to the quest for the two

Diamond Eyes

and the awaken-
ing of the great

dog statue. Well

also visit the

strange worlds of
Gothica and Prof.

Ruffelberg in

Omnitopia.



CT V <

We continue our coverage of Chrono Trigger with
a special expanded edition of Epic Strategy, high-

lighting some of the time traveling tricks and examming the
different game endings. With more and more secrets being
revealed all the time, this role-playing sensation just keeps
getting bigger and better!

1 toEidfia’s housedRobc/vill

-Stay behind vt# Work on
reviving the-rorest When
you return to Fiona’s

house in 1000 A.D., you’ll

find that it has become
Fiona’s Shrine, and that

Robo is still there. Be sure

to save your game at this

point. Now take Robo
back into your party, and
you’ll be transported to a

campfire scene. Lucca
announces that she’s

going back in time to save

her mother. Once inside

the house, you’ll find a

I

ACTION AND
REACTION

Chrono Trigger has literal-

ly hundreds of people,

places and things to keep

track of, and your actions

have an enormous impact

on the way the history of
the world uirfolds, andyice

versa You should always

talk to people afteryou visit

what you do. Will you suc-

ceed in your mission, but

change something or
someone close to youjn the

process? Can youd5e sure

what you’re doirilg is right?

Only time will tell!

I Spekkio

"No one knows who or

what the- mysterious

Spekkio really is,' but' he''

yyafls ,padentlyTm>y6u at

The Ena of TSrfie. When

rewaj.d-'you with various

Tabs, Ethers and Elixirs.

As you grow, stronger,

Spekkio changes form to

keep pace with you, and
offer yojj "greater chal-

leng^ancLfewards. You’ll %
^receive only one set of

rewardsfor each form you

defeat/

a n€w time period or com-
pletea task.\bu neverknow
what new clue may surface

or what significant change

may occur. Remember that

you’re traveling through

time, and the smallest act

may sprout great conse-

quences over the course of

centuries. Though your
ultimate goal to defeat the

monstrous Lavos never

changes, the situations,

people and places that .

you’ve come to know may
change, depending on

>f Tfmt

you first.^ehcounter him,

heflfteach you magic and
,eriable you to learn more
than two Techniques,

expanding your attack

options. Be sure to bring

new party members to

him, so diat they, too, can
learn the ways of magic.

Spekkio also tests you by

challenging you to duels

throughout the game. If

you’re victorious, he’ll

When Spekkio asks you to walk
around his chamber, be sure to
touch all the corners.

Gaspar

"Caspar is the old man at

the End of Time, and he’ll

occasionally give you
clues about your current

task. After you bring

Crono back to your party,

he’ll say that you should

“help someone close to

you.” Even ifyou complete

a number of different

optional missions, he’ll still

say the same thing.

I Lucca’s Mother

While ybu’re struggling to

save the world, Lucca’s

mother 'accidentally gets

her legs caugh^ifn a
machine, but you can p/e-

verit this--tragedy. After

you ., defeat The Black

.Omen, the,Sunken-Desert,

will appear nexf to Fiona’s

House in BOO AD. Defeat

\the skeleton there, then go

note on the kitchen table

that reads, “Lucca’s moth-
er’s name is the password.”

Enter the living room to

see Lucca’s younger self

and her mother. When
Lucca’s mother’s legs get

caught in the machine, the

game will ask for a pass-

word. Press L, A, R and A
to stop the machine. This

may be difficult to do, and
you have only oneohance
to enter the password cor-

rectly. If it doesn’t work, x
you pan start over from
your last save point If you

succeed, you can returp to f
1000 A.D^to see^Lticca’s

mother walking around
bdr house

1

, a pkfturerfof

•erfect health!

If all the conditions are right, you
can prevent a horrible tragedy
from happening.
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I
The Mayor and
the Moon Stone

Though it’s not necessary

to complete the game, the

Moon Stone is a precious

item, nonetheless. This

seemingly harmless hunk
of rock can be trans-

formed into the incredible

Sun Stone. It will take a lot

of maneuvering to change

the Moon Stone into the

Sun Stone, but it will be

well worth the effort! After

you destroy the Blackbird,

go to the Sun Palace in

2300 A.D. and defeat the

Son ofSun toget the Moon-f

Stone.Take the stone to die

Sun Keep in 65#00,000

B.C. andplace iton the spot

where the sunlight shinpsy

down. Upon your return to

j 1000 A.D., you’ll find that"

the stdne is gone.''The

MayQpnow has the Moon
Stoiie, but'lies a greedy

''' soil andWon’t give it upjdr

Mayor will give you the

Moon Stone. While you’re

in 1000 A.D., place the

stone back in the Sun
Keep, then leap ahead to

2300 A.D. In the ensuing

years, the Moon Stone will

transform into the Sun
Stone. Lucca can combine
the Sun Stone with other

objects to create awesome
weapons or items, includ-

ing the Rainbow Swonif
the most powerful blade

in the game. /-The Sun
Stone can be used only

oncej SO be -Careful vvljat

you do with it!

I Fair Gai

ervvisC^kno^'n

It's a lot of money for a piece of

Jerky, but it's worth it!

anything! Is there any way

to change his mind?

tehaps if he was taught

better manners as a child,

he might give the stone to

yan.Buy somejerky at the

.-Snail Stop in 1000 A.D, then

'travel back to 600 A.D.

Once there, go to the

Elder’s House and give the

Jerky (don’t Sell id) to the

woman inside. She’s the

Mayor’s ancestor, and
because of your act of

kindness, she’ll teach her

family the importance of

generosity. This lesson will

be passed down through

the ages, and when you

return to 1000 A.D., the

side mere seconds before,

Lavos’s magical bolt hits

him. \bu can then substi-,

tute the Qone for the

Crono, tncking Lavos

saving *>ur young hero

frorfl destruction. Crono
will rejoin the party, ready

to seek out LSvos/for/the

final confrontation!

I NO TRAVEL
\
I NECESSARY

You don’t always have to

pth- f go gallivanting across

tithe and space to collect

-Bekkler’s Lab, may seeip'f useful items. Some of

them will appear right

under your nose as you

complete other tasks.

I
lailhouse
Treasure

No matter what the ver-

dict is at your trial,

chances are you’ll end up
cooling your heels in the

Castle Tower. You can

make a break for it, but

don’t bolt until you collect

some of the goodies left

behind by other hapless

prisoners. Exit the first

likamere window dressing

for the^gSme, but one of

the attractions actually has

ft very important purpose:

to help save Crono from

certain death!The prize for

winning the 40 Silver Point

Game is a Clone of Crono.

You may not realize at first

that die Clone is an impor-

tant item, since it is auto-

matically transported to

Crono’s room and not car-

ried in your inventory. At

some point during the

game, Lavos will destroy

Crono with a blast of

magic. The rest of your

party will soldier on with-

out him, but after several

adventures, you’ll find an

opportunity to change his-

tory. If you proceed cor-

rectly (see pages 68-69 for

the correct sequences),

you’ll appear at Crono’s These new weapons and acces-

sories will come in handy.

section of the Tower by

the upper or lower path.

Either way, you’ll end up
in the second cellblock.

Find the cell with a hole

blasted in the wall that

leads onto a ledge. It

seems like a dead end, but

you can climb up and
down at certain spots

along the wall. You’ll find

more holes and gaps that

lead into other cells, some

,.q{ Which contain valu-

able treasure.

I The Silver Rock

The Silver Rock is located in

Aruba Village in 65,000,000

B.C. During your explo-

ration of the ruins, talk to

Nu in the upper right cor-

ner. The Silver Rock allows

some party members to

invoke the Triple Technique

Spin Strike.

I The Gold Rock

The Gold Rock is in the

Dorano Mountains in 600

A.D., the same place you

obtain the Masamune
Sword. Move Frog to the

front of your party and go

to the spot where Free

Lancer (the bird) throws

rocks at you. Frog will get

pelted by a few of them
before he catches theGold

Rock. This rock allows you

to invoke the Triple

Technique Grand Dream.

I The Black Rock

The Black Rock is secreted

within the Zeal Palace in

the Sky in 12000 B.C. Enter

the first town and open
the tomes in the following

order: Water, Wind and
Fire. This reveals the door

to a hidden chamber. If

you destroy the Ocean
Palace and the Zeal Palace

falls to earth, the Black

Rock will be destroyed in

the crash. This rock allows

you to use the Triple

Technique Dark Eternal.
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Warning: The following Epic Strategy, feature details

how to reach most of the endings in Chrono Trigger.

If you want to discover them on your own, then skip this article.

You've been warned!

I
ALTERNATE
ENDINGS

One of the most exciting

aspects of Chrono
Trigger is its multiple cin-

ematic endings. While
multiple endings are

nothing new, they have
shown up most often in

action or fighting games,
and have been dependent
on obvious factors like

the number of lives lost

or continues used. In the

case of Chrono Trigger,

any number of factors

will determine whi’En

ending you see. Most ofy
the endings are quite dif-

ferent frrtm one another,

and father than just tak-

ing the same basje ending
(and changing a>»-ffew

details
;

the developers;

^topk the opportunity to

snow different characters

and aspects of the,world

and how they h^ve been
shapedyby

'
your adven-

turcs^Even the numberof
endings (eleven at last

count!)'*' sets Chrono
Trigger apart from other

titles!

I Magus and Frog

The various endings have
major, distinct differences

that set them apart, but

there may be small details

within each that change
according to specific

t

actions taken during the

game. For example, the

JM
'firsttimeypcCmeetMagus,
you have no choice but to

tfighfc him. 'The second

time you encounter him,

you have a choice whether

or not to do battle. If you
fight and defeat Magus,
the spell on Frog will be
broken. Then after the

final battle with Lavos,

depending on whichend-
ing you get to, ycnrtl watch

:

as Frog reverts to human
form. If you don’t fight

Magus the second lime,

he’ll jbin your party. He’ll

prove to be" loyaL'and.

'brave, but Frqg-will qever

regain hishumanity.

I Basic Ending * 1

This is the ending that

most players will get the

first time they play. First of

all, you must get Crono
back into your party.before

you confrontLavosfWhen
you meet Magus forjthe

secemd time, he’l 1 tejl you to

se(e Gaspar at The' End of

Time. Hop'' aboard the

Epoch tim(-.machine for

the trip.
,
first a? you get gup

undgP'' way, Hie Black X Most players will likely see this

the threei-'avosSpawn that .

.

baryour way. Once on the

vsummit, you’ll be able to

switchthe Clone forCrono
just moments before

Crono would be destroyed
by a magical attack. Crono
will then rejoin your party.

Now you can complete a

number of optional tasks

or challenge Lavos to win

the game. To see the first

basic ending, use the

Epoch time machine or

the Bucket at The End of
Time to reach Lavos. If

you’re victorious, you’ll see

various scenes involving

Crono and Marie.

Take the kindler, gentler path and
save poor Frog!

I
THE FIRST TIME
THROUGH

If you’re playing a regular

Chrono Trigger game,
there are only three possi-

ble endings you can reach

the first time through.The
rest of the endings come/
into play once you’ve com-
pleted an entire gam&and
start a New Game “+”game
(more on this injust a bit);

The rfjree basic endings

are the; dries most players

will encounter onfbeir
own. /

Ortien, Lavos’s fortress, will

rise oib of>the ocean.

Gfaspar/wifl give you the

Chrono Trigger and
>instru£t you 10 go to the

Keeper’s Dome in 2300
A.D. Once there, you’ll

meet up with die creature

known as Belthasar. He’ll

tell you that you need a

Clone of Crono before he

can do anything. Now
return to 1000 A.D. and go
to the Millenial Fair. Find

the Tent of Horrors in

Leene Square and play the

40 Silver Point Game. If

you duplicate the per;

former’s moves exactly,

you’ll win a Clone of

Crono. TheXtoneyk11 be
sent to Cronos p^om auto-

matically. G to Crono’s,

'House to pick it up, their

return to Belthasar- in 2300

A.D., He’ll now acii,vat(/a

program that will allow

you to-dTmb Death Peak, a

sntiwy moantaiMstti the

north of the Keeper’s

fDome. 3$ake your wav up
Vie^BTOimtain and defeat

ending.

I Basic Ending *2

The second basic ending

shifts the focus of some of
the final scenes to Crono’s

mother. To see this ending,

get Crono back into your
party, then go to Lavos by
battling through the Black

Omen fortress.

I
The Lavos
Ending

This is the easiesoending to

get AH you have to d<

challenge Lavos and lose!

You’ll watch helplessly as

Lavos sitigle-harrdedl/

destroys the entire world.

Not a very'cheerful w» to

end the game! /

BUT... tfif-
THE FUTURE REFUSED

TO CHANGE.

You can see this ending without
even trying!
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nemesis,Magiis. Go through chance to

die Lavos Gate after you )>y going

obtain the Masajnune and Lavos Ga
accept Frog into your pattv.^first battle

You’ll start off in Lucca’s save file

house, then you’ll sed' Frog
j
“The Mas

take on Magus in a knock-
j
You’ll see

down-drag-out bout! Who
j
Lavos alfb

canblame him? / j / "

,avos Gat

ne out o

I
CHRONO
TRIGGER “+”

Players usually have the

option to start a new game
or choose one of their

saved game files, but if you

complete a game by going

through the BlackOmen to

reach Lavos, a New Game
“+” option will appear. This
“+”game will be thesame as

a normal game in most

respects, but your charac-

ters will start at the same
power levels they were at

at the end of your previous

game. \fou’ll also be able to

reach a number of differ-,

ent endings you aren^t able

to see in a normal-game! |

I The Lavos Gate/
'

tile key to seeing the vari-

ous endings is the Lavos

pate.. In me “+”game, the

right telepod of Lucca’s

invention will transport you

straight to Lams at any

/fx>int during your adven-

/ ture. Waten the right tele-

\ pod, for a sparkle. Stand on

die sparkle and press the A
Button to activate the gate.

Depending on when you go
to Lavos, you’ll see different

endings. The trick is, of

course,knowingwhen togo.

The Lavos Gate will help you
make quick work of things!

This ending takes you on a

tour to visit the Ghrono
Trigger programmers. All

you need to do is go
through the Lavos Gate

right at the beginning of a

V’game.

I The Nw Ending

Known in some circles as

the “Weak Ending,” this

sequence shows Nu (a

purple fellow you
encounter during your

adventure) chasing a

frog. You get this ending

by Defeating Lavos at

the Ocean Palace in

12000 B.C., or by going

through the

after you co

the Heckran (

This scene doesn't seem to have
much to do with the main plot of

I The Frog Ending

In this ending, everyone

you meet looks like a frog!

To reach this ending, go
through the Lavos Gate

right after you return

from your first trip to 600

A.D. Are the people dis-

guised as frogs or have

they really become
amphibians? You’ll just

have to play through the

game and see for yourself!

What's really behind all of this

frog business?

You knew it had to happen

somedme! Being changed

into a slimy pond skipper

couldn’t have been a good
thing for Frog’s ego, and he

finally has a chance to take

out his frustrations on his

>*-•

TiiO

1 Programmer’s
j

1 The Frog vs.
j

1
1 Ending

j
1 Magus Ending

\

1

This one is bigger than any heavy-
weight fight you've ever seen!

I
The Reptite

Ending

This ending is really

another beginning, so to

speak. If you go through

the Lavos Gate after get-

ting Ayla back into your

par ty, you’lljump back to

the beginning of the

game. The game will start

as usual, except everyone

will be a reptite! What
happened here?

Holy Jurassic Period, Crono! Look
at all the reptites!

The Magus vs.

Lavos Ending

It’s hard to understand

Magus’s motivations. First

he’s a bad guy, then he has

a change of heart and
joins you on your quest to

destroy Lavos. You can

give Magus an early

\z~Z2 to prove himself

' going through the

—cs Gate after your

: battle with him (the
""

1
't text will read,

Kingdom”).

s take on
'1

We may never fully understand
what drives Magus, but he puts
up a good fight against Lavos.

I
Once More Unto
The Breach

We won’t tell you exactly

how to get to the last two

endings, but we will give

you a few big clues. You

must play through most of

the “+” game to see these

endings, and they have

much to do with whether

or not two major charac-

ters are in your party

when you confront Lavos

for the last time. For one

of the endings, you may
also want to try using the

Epoch time machine
instead of the Lavos Gate.

Most of the endings con-

centrate onjust one or two

characters, but the last two

have a lot more scenes,

and more of the cast have

a chance in the spotlight

There’s some joy, some
excitement and some sad-

ness, and you really find

yourself feeling for the

characters. This just goes

to show the time and care

the developers put into

creating this fantastic

game!
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A number of agents sent in this trick, but #357 was at the

head of the pack! If you'd like to skip the early stages of
Donkey Kong Country, you can find ahidden warp zone
between Coral Capers and Funky's Flights in the Kongo
Jungle. As you walk between the two areas, tap die B
Button very quickly to skip ahead to Orang-Utan Gang
in Vine Valley. If the trick doesn't work at first, keep try-

ing it; it doesn't matter which direction you're walking.

Listen up, Rangers! Here's a way to start the game in

your fully-charged Power Ranger identity. On the

title screen, press any button to make the one-or two-
player options appear. Now press Up, Down, Left,

Right, X, B, Y, and A. There will be a flash of lightning
and a tone if you perform the code correctly. If not,

you can try again without resetting the game.

From Aqent #827

Just before the end of the second stage, you can take a

shortdetourand meet another Mickey Mouse. At the top
of the elevator shaft, you normally follow the path to die

right to get to The Mad Doctor's lab. If you get back on
the elevator, it will take you on a different path.Once you
meet your twin, the screen will fade, and you'll appear
outside the lab.

Get off at the top of the elevator At the next stop, go to the right

shaft, then get back on. and step off the ledge.

Collect items as you fall down the

shaft.

Climb the invisible stairs and meet
a twin who is terrified of you!

T 0 mwmwmm



You're a blob on the move, and noth-

ing is going to stop you now!

From AqENT #520

Press X, Turbo, X and Turbo to

temporarily change your charac-

ter into Bugs. (Five cents)

in you roam free

Turbo, Turbo and

Here are a few of the secret codes that fans of that was-

cawwy wabbit and his looney friends have been clam-

oring for. Some of the codes affect overall game play,

while others are special offensive or defensive plays.

Executing these codes correctly can be tough (you

have to tap them out quickly), so you may want to

practice on the Code Hunt screen. These commands
work with the default controller settings, and we've

given the cost for each one.

Press Right, Right, Down and X if

you want to feel just ducky! (Five

cents)

Light a bomb, then press Down,
Down and X to give it a short fuse.

(Five cents)

Give a bomb a random fuse by
pressing Down, Down, Up ana X.

(Five cents)

To skip from Clayton's Yard straight to Cape
Claynaveral, start the game as usual, but don't go
down the tunnel at the beginning of the first stage.

Instead, hop over the gap and stop at the first flower.

Jump on the flower four times as quickly as you can,

and you'll warp to the Cape. Time to squish off into

adventure!

Wanna be Fudd? Press Right,

Right, Up, Up and Turbo. (Five

cents)

This innocent-looking flower hides

a great secret. Jump on it four

times to activate a warp.

Press X, Turbo,Turbo and X to cop
some coyote attitude.(Five cents)

Turn the goaltending penalty off

and on by pressing Left, Left, Up,

Up, Right, Right and Turbo. (Free)

option on and off. (Free)

Up, Right, Down, L
(Fifty cents)

From AqENT #212
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From Ac,ent #556

This code will be your ticket to defeating the rest of
the old gods and taking total control of the renamed
Urth! If you enter the code properly, a new option will

appear at the end of the menu, giving you access to the
Cheat Menu. The Cheat Menu allows you to defeat an
opponent with one hit, become invincible and more!

Land on the planet and read every-
thing. The trouble on Choco can
wait a bit.

You may need to raise your levels

to understand the advanced text-
books.

Make sure your cursor is on the Use the Cheat Menu to give your-
Start option before you enter the self awesome strength or invul-
code. nerability!

From Aqent #677

moTCEi-i
From AqENT #495

The key to learning how to build better robots in

Robotrek is reading the Inventor's Friend books that

you find scattered throughout the game. Our inter-

galactic liaison. Agent #493, has uncovered a hidden
library on the planet Kirara. Before you take the
Spaceship to the planet Choco, search the area about
five spaces right and seven to nine spaces up from
Quintenix. You'll find the complete Inventor's Friend
collection, including the volumes on how to make
Laser 3, Blade 4 and the Solar Pack!

Those little unicycles in Uniracers are anything but
pushovers, and it can take quite a long time to get

through the tougher tracks in the latter part of the
game. If you'd like tojump ahead to the final screens,

just wait for the tide screen (the one with the one- or
two-player options on it) to appear, then hold Down, L
and R, and then press B. The screen will immediately
dissolve, and then you'll see your champion unicycle

gracing the front page of the local paper!

Hold Down, L and R, then press B Presto! Now your unicycle can
on the title screen. proudly ride off into the sunset.



_S1AR TREI^l
STARFLEET ACADEMY

TM

From AqENT #171

As die-hard Trekkers know, Captain James T. Kirk

was the only Starfleet cadet in history to ever beat the

"no-win" Kobayashi Marti test at Star Fleet Academy.
Now yon can duplicate his legendary success! In

Volume 74, we told you how to start a new game as

one of the classic Star Trek characters, but any pass-

word you received would continue the game with

one of the standard cadets. To continue a game as a

special character, enter your password, but don't start

yet. Press and hold L, R, and Select, then press A, B, A,

B, X, Y, X and Y. Release all buttons and press Select

to start. If you reach the final exam as Kirk, you'll be
able to hail the attacking Klingon vessels and save

the Kobayashi Maru!

To start a new game as a classic Now press A, B, A, B, X, Y, X and Y
character, hold L, R, and Select on Choose a character, then press
the Cadet Registration screen. Select to start the game.

From AqENT #062
Color Change
Here's a simple trick that allows you to choose your

Bomberman's color scheme when you play the Battle

Game. On the Player Select screen, each player can

scroll through several choices by pressing Select. You
can change the color schemes for Players Three and

From AqENT #958

Travel to the Fifth Century and back again with

Arthur King and his time-displaced football buddies

in Enix's epic adventure. To witness the final triumph

over Morgana, go to the Password screen and choose

the Lady picture for each of the password slots. Press

Start to witness the destruction of Morgana's fortress

and the triumphant return of the true King Arthur

to Camelot!

ALL AGENTS ON ALERTl
If you've got an awesome tip or a killer code, send it in! Be
sure to include your three-digit agent number, so we can give

credit where it's due. What are you waiting for? Warm up

those brain pans, stretch those thumbs and get moving!

Our Address is:

Nintendo Power
Classified Information
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA
98073-9733



Just when you thought you had Killer Instinct all fig-

ured out, those unruly folks in the Nintendo
Treehouse discover incredible new combos! These
babies are nearly unbreakable, and Nintendo Power
has the exclusive!

Medium Ichi (Ni-San), FP, Medium Ichi

(Ni-San), FP Medium Ichi (Ni-San), ender
(recommend Fierce Lasaken)

Jump-in FK, MK, ender

finding non-auto double attacks that can be strung
together fast enough. There’s no single pattern that

will always produce a Slappy, but we’ve listed a few for

you to try out. You’TniBte that some Slappies have
only two attacks before the ender, but with the ender,

you’ll be credited with a Triple or Super combo.

Slap combos (referred to as “Slappies” in the
Treehouse) do not use auto doubles within the first

three hits. Instead of openers and auto doubles,
Slappies begin with a string of single punches, kicks

and special moves executed at very high speeds. If

you attack fast enough, the computer will be “fooled”

into registering a combo. For example, one Slap
combo for B. Orchid starts off with an Ichi (Ni-San),

Fierce Punch and another Ichi (Ni-San) for three hits.

This sequence can stand on its own as a Triple combo,
or you can add more quick “slaps." Slappies are
incredibly fast and nearly impossible to break. They
will also work with most any ender. Even with an
ender, a Slappy will still be too fast to break in most
cases, and you’ll get extra hits and bonus points. You
can add on auto doubles and linkers, but you’ll be
more vulnerable to combo breakers. All of the KI
combatants can do Slappies, and it’s just a matter of

If the combo calls for a charge Trust us; these combos are blind-
move, start charging early. ingly fast!

Powerline, FK, Reverse Spinfist, ender

(P) FP,Jump-in FK, MK, Reverse Spinfist,

(R) FP, FP

Toward + FP, Quick
ender(recommend Phoenix)

Jump-in FK, Toward + FP,

Sammamish, ender

Laser Blade, MP,
ender

Jump-in
FP, Laser
ender

H e a t f i s t

ender

Heatfist, FK,

Medium Fireflash.

jugg'e
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Eyelaser, Toward + FK, ender (recom-
mend Quick Plasmaport)

Fierce^ Rintor Rage, Uppercut Slash,

ender (recokninend Flaming Venom)

Quick Jump Rake, QK, Fierce Tailflip.

ender (recommend Flaming Venom)

While all of the fighters can use Slappies, only a few

can perform Slo-Mo combos, which slow them down
dramatically during the ender. To see if your char-

,acter can perform a Slo-Mo, find a combo with an

auto double that will cause a knockdown. Now exe-

^Mkte the combo and add an ender a split-second

WliPljfc the auto double. The key here is speed, and
press/release enders work the best. In some rare

cases^H'll get a slow motion effect. There’s no way

to predictwhich combos will work, but here are a few

that do. Because speed is so crucial, any charge

moves should be started early.

Fierce Cold Shoulder, Ice Lance, ender Fierce Cyberdash, Eyelaser, QP,

(recommend Fierce Liquidize) V Press/Release Plasmaport

Jump-in MK, FK, Footslide, ender

Jump-in FK
,
FP, Sabrecut,juggle

FK, Fierce Sabrespin, ender

FK, Medium Cold Shoulder, FP, j
Press/R^ase Shockwave

FK, Fierce Knee K.O., QP, Fierce Knee
K.O.

extend some combos that use reverse charge

If you execute a reverse charge move and
an auto double twice in a row, the second auto dou-

ble will often score a knockdown, and the combo will

end. However, if you do ajump-inMedium Punch and
Fierce Kick combo first, then immediately start

««

r

the reverse charge combo, you may not get a

knockdown. You can then add another reverse charge

move and an ender. The second combo must be start-

ed as soon as the Triple combo message appears. This

pattern will work withjust a few ofthe fighters, includ-

ing Chief Thunder, Sabrewulf and Spinal.

We’ve saved some of the best for last! To enter the K 1 I

arena as the awesome Eyedol or to access the turbo I

mode, use the following codes on the VS. screen. Get I

to your neutral corners, then come out fighting!

I

Choose Cinder, then on the VS. |

screen, hold Right and press L, R, X, B, Y I

andA
On the VS. screen, hold Right and £

press all punch buttons

On the VS. screen, hold Right
|

and press all kick buttons

On the VS. screen, hold Left y

and press all punch buttons

On the VS. screen, hold
Left and press all kick buttons

The timing is very tricky, and If you're lucky, you'll be able to

you've got to be fast! extend the combo,
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A Fast and
Furious
Puzzle Pak
Tired of Tetris ? Skipped out on
an appointment with Dr. Mario

?

Maybe what
0 0 72 you need is

a fresh

n
“match and
zap" puzzle

which is

what you'll
find in

Viacom New Media's Zoop.
Besides having a unique four-
way playing field, this innova-
tive puzzler
features
interesting
power-ups
and game
play that
accelerates
very quickly,
even at the
lower diffi-
culty settings. Die-hard puzzle
fans are sure to find lots of
challenge here!

wait.
The aim of the game is to shoot the
advancing pieces before they reach the
center square. You’d better believe that
this is tougher than it sounds!

Continual Play
Shooting pieces sounds easy enough, but the twist is

that your blaster must be the same color as the piece

you’re eliminating. If

your blaster is a different

color, it will swap colors

with the piece, and the

piece will remain in play!

You must eliminate a cer-

tain number of pieces to

advance to the next level,

and in Continual Play, any
remaining pieces are car-

ried over.

Different lines advance at dif

ferent speeds, and if just one
piece enters the center
square, the game is over. One
chance is all you get!

Level Play ^

In Level Play, the grid will clear after every level. You
still have to deal with the changing background,
though, which is more of
a factor than you might
think. The designers

found that different pat-

terns can draw your eyes

in different directions,

taking your attention

away from certain areas

of the screen. Before you
know it, blammo! A
bunch of pieces sneaks

Both play modes allow you
to start anywhere from
Level One to Level Nine. If a

certain level is giving you
grief, you can begin there.
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There are four types of power-ups, and you shoot them to pick
them up. They appear at random around the grid, and each
power-up icon is good for one use.

Proximity Bomb
The Proximity Bomb wipes out the piece

you shoot at and all of the pieces that are

next to it. This includes pieces that are hor-

izontally, vertically and diagonally across

from the one that you shoot.

True to its name, the Line Bomb obliterates

an entire line of pieces, no matter what mix
of colors it has in it. When you use any of

the power-ups, your blaster will take on the

color of the piece you shoot at

The Color Bomb eliminates all the pieces in

a single area that are the same color as the

piece you hit. If the middle part of a line is

destroyed, the gap won’t close, and any
pieces close to the center will still be a threat.

Collecting five Bonus Springs will elimi-

nate all the pieces on the playing field. The
effect is immediate, so you can’t rack up
extra bonus points by waiting for more
pieces to appear, then using the springs.

GW Zoopin’ And Zoomin’!

OOOJKfoJ^ nn
^ Because of the random

nature of the game, you’ll need several

strategies. First, alternate between lines with the same two
pieces. Second, keep the rows as orderly as possible. Use
single pieces to change your color, rather than a piece at the

head of a mixed line, and look for lines that only need a

change or two to make them a single color. Third, don’t

wipe out a power-up with another power-up.

Use your power-ups
on sections that would other-

wise be tough to destroy, not

necessarily the ones with the

most pieces. Above all, don't
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Ortiy you can
save them!

k'z 21 bsiiila

'

lili : f i =-j— c t t r 1 u

lar axis floods the earth
divides survivors into two

oups. The simple, peace
Atollers, who live in floati

cities while searching for dry
land, are helpless against the

onslaughts of the
evilSmokers.

ScyiHi rbi Smokers in torn of ^
Amirlea's fuiHlirafrHii mm gamei j

Mi

Each round of Ocean's new shoot-

'em-up thrusts you into the midst of
battle, as you're ambushed by a squad
of crazed Smokers trying to finish off

a half-wrecked Atoll! Rocketing over

the ocean in wave riders, the Smokers
will try to scoop Atollers out of the

water and whisk them back to their

diabolical leader, the Deacon. They
haven’t counted on running into flak

78 NINTENDO POWER

As many as nine can play in alternating mode. Each
player starts with three lives but loses one by
being hit by a Smoker.

from you and your Trimaran, though!

The most interesting variation on this

standard shooter is the 360-degree
action. Smokers can attack you from
any angle, including behind! Thanks to

Virtual Boy's amazing depth-of-field,

the bad guys rush up with blinding

speed. Spin fast and shoot faster if you
want to beat them!

© 1 995 Ocean of America. Inc. Waterworid TM & © 1 995 Universal City Studios

All rights reserved. Licensed by MCA/Unlversal Merchandising. Inc.
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THE BROAD FIDE OF A BARBARIAN
It’s a lot easier to hit the Smokers

from the side than it is when
they’re charging head-on or

running away from you. Try

waitingjust outside an Atoll and
blasting the Smokers as they

rush in to grab the Atollers.

FTAND AND DIFIND
It’s sink or swim time when there’s just one
Atoller left in the water. Stay close to the sur-

vivor and wait for the bad guys tocome to you.

Spin frequently to make sure no Smoker is

sneaking up from behind. You can also tap the

Down button to get a quick aerial view of the

action.

Douse the Smokers with cannon fire until there are none
left. Be warned, though, these aquatic adversaries can

skip outof your sight, only to reappear from the opposite

direction. Should the Smokers grab all the Atollers, you’ll

have to fight off a posse of PT boats!

You get 100 points for

each Atoller saved.

The blinking Atoller

is Enola, who has a

precious map leading

to dry land tattooed
on her back. Save her and your

Atoller bonus will increase

from two to eight times.

With each successive round, the

Deacon unleashes waves of ever-

deadlier adversaries. To make matters

worse, ravenous sharks prowl for

helpless Atollers. It will take a cool

hand on the tiller and the trigger to

stay alive and defeat all the enemies.

Are you up to the task?

READY, AIM, mORE’EM!
You can squeeze off as many as l< mi

sin

^

'
i on ilie Smokers. 1. 'n foi 1 1 mai < l\.

)•'
" r

‘' some o| die Deacon's wilier heiich-

men will anticipate your shots and
take evasive action. Your best tactic

is to drift and fire at clumps of

them. Always keep an eye out for

the lone kamikaze attacking you
from the rear!

WO
tmm
ALLOWED



nta the virti
ir same war
etitian!

game su< ceeds with >ut

Swing batta, battat Taka a crack
at Virtual Liaijui Baitballl

The World Series has come and
gone, but there’s always room un

a baseball fan’s schedule for a little

more of America’s favorite pastime.
Kemco is stepping up to the plate with

Virtual League Baseball, the newest game
on the growing lineup of titles for
the Virtual Boy.

Head 01

diamon
class ci
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Despite some sense of depth, the

straight-on view sometimes makes
it difficult to see when the ball is in

the strike zone.

Play ball!

VOLUME 78 81

AiltPiEAGUEl^ r.

Here’s the one-two pitch!
J . Most baseball fans will want to know first how the

Y . yoffensive game stacks up. Pitch control is good, and a

f
''S- power meter allows you to set the strength of a throw.

Hitting the “sweet spot” on the meter produces a fast

^
ball, while going past that mark produces a slower

pitch and tires your pitcher much faster. Batting is

j

T
*Ay straightforward, but since you don’t really see where a
,-;

‘v ball connects on the bat, correcting your swing
f.- '^involves some guesswork. A bit of practice, though,

J v - ^should help you bring your averages up to snuff.
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V As soon as a batter makes a hit, the screen

switches to a wide-angle, overhead view

Y for fielding. Part of the view is taken up by
graphics of the surrounding stands, so the

field and the players are rather small. This some-
times makes it seem as if the fielders are running too

slowly. The fielders move as one unit, and you’d best be careful which
one you choose to go after a ball. On the flip side, the speed of their

throws seems right, and you can soon get a feel for the scale of the field.

A spectacular diving catch!

As mentioned before, the players show a lot of variety, displaying skills in

keeping with their stats. The following charts list some of the top players on
each team, which should help you pick the team that’s right for you.

( All Stars

All Slat Fielders
Team Player Team Player Team Player

USA Skynerd Chile Santiago Italy Ferraro
Pepper Argentina Prende Vongole
Garcia Chavez Switzerland Carmodi
Miller Peron Valentino

Canada McGee Zapata Hagen
Pelland Silva Trudeau

Cuba Panatella Rio Japan Nihei
Chavez Felix Taiwan Mah
Montana France Tremblay Fong
Battista Rainier India Ludhu
Ricardo Perignon Bansal
Prinz Richard Tikka

Dominican Rep. Estavez UK Smith Patel
Fernandez Murphy Basmati
Agua Rogers Saudi Arabia Khayyam
Bandana Wilson Ali

Chile Esquibel Sanders Habib
[

Silviera Treacle Singapore Lee I

Gutierrez Germany Warsteiner Chow
|

Goncalves Wolf Chin
i

Gomez Russia Spatski Australia Neill f

Manero Pavelich Platypus
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Al l 5har Pilchers )All 5lar Hillers

Australia 4 Wins 78083

4 wins 28414

0!*43

7 wins 6*804

Cuba

USA

UK*

5 wins

5 wins

Play me Miracle Team

Japan

|
Team Player BA H RBll
Japan Okuhara 291 37 ioi y

Shiroishi 270 40 120 I

1 Taiwan Kwong 405 35 105 1

1 India Bansai 253 25 99 1

1 Saudi Arabia Fakir 303 30 73 £
1 Singapore None
I Australia None
( France Bardot 317 41 128 Fl

N United Kindom Murphy 310 56 118 |
1 Germany None
1 Russia Volkov 265 22 86

1
i Italy None
I Switzerland Trudeau 405 45 145 i

USA None

|j
Canada Beaver 309 14 53

1 Cuba Battista 257 24 90 r

Arias 225 5 19 N

jo Dominican Rep. Rojas 278 0 37 1

3 Chile Cuervo 210 21 55 P

1 Argentina Chavez 329 12 60 |
Lemchuk 267 30 117 B

Enrico 245 32 110 I

Team Player ERA

USA Miller 2.13

Canada McManus 3.01

Cuba Corona 1.61

Dominican Rep. Vargas 2.27

Chile Santiago 2.71

Argentina Peres 2.64

France Picard 2.29

UK Raffay 2.91

Germany Schiffer 2.16

Russia Schmirnoff 1.37

Italy Nitti 2.61

Switzerland Krueger 2.34

Japan Morikubo

Taiwan Lew 2.92

India Prasad 3.76

Saudi Arabia Oman 2.82

Singapore Lone 3.61

Australia Xavier 3.87
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JUDGE DREDD
HOW DO I ENTER THE EXIT DOOR?

E ach area inJudge Dredd has
an Exit Door, but you can't

go through one until you
complete the primary objective for

the mission. A small red message in

the upper left corner of the screen
flashes "Primary Objective
Complete" after you finish each
mission. You can enter an Exit
door if this message is flashing.

The sign above the door also rises

and falls. Behind the Exit Door
awaits your next assignment.

You can't enter the Exit door until you have met
the Primary Objective of your mission.

After completing the Primary Objective, the
Exit Door will begin to flash on and off.

HOW DO I DEFEAT RICO? §

R ico is Judge Dredd's evil

twin. The first step to beat-
inghim is to make him acti-

vate his Anti-Grav belt. Hit him
with five Incendiary Missiles to get
him airborne, then move to the
bottom of the screen and start fir-

The first step to defeating Rico is to get him air-

borne—but beware, there s nowhere to hide!

ing Heat Seekers or Double
Whammies. These weapons work
best since they home in their tar-

gets. If you’re not carrying this

ordinance, don't worry about it—
any other weapon will also slow
him down. When Rico is hit, he

Rico drops a special weapon canister each time
he is hit by one of your shots.

drops a special weapon canister.

This is the only device that can
defeat him. It takes roughly ten
hits with the weapon to destroy
Rico. Collect at least fifteen special

weapons before you open up and
send your evil twin packing.

The special weapon is the only item that can
effectively neutralize your evil twin.
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T he mirage near the town of
Lagoon is tricky, but there's

an easy escape route. Note
that thegame music changes when
you enter the mirage. Starting

from the town, move right one step

and down one step and keep
repeating this pattern until you
reach the town of Lagoon again.

When you re-enter the town the

music changes back to normal and
the mirage vanishes.

Stuck in a mirage? Keep moving right and down
until you reach the town again.

H WHERE IS BADBAD LOCATED? a
B adBad has transformed

the inhabitants of Beegees
into a pack of raving

canines. The only way to change
the citizens back to normal is to

Go south of Beegees to the mountainside cav-

ern. This cave leads to BadBad’s cabin.

defeat Bad Bad. BadBad lives in a
log cabin on a nearby mountain.
Enter the cave south of Beegees
and work your way through the

caverns. You must use magic to

The ghosts in the cavern cannot be defeated

unless you use magic attack spells.

defeat the ghosts in the cave—
you'll miss if you use your
weapons. When you enter the

cabin, climb upstairs and follow

the path to the evil BadBad.

If you're low on hit points, sleep in the bed in

Bad Bad's Cabin to regain your energy.

HOW DO I GET LEONA TO JOIN? B
A fter getting Cody to join

your party, return to the

poor section of Decatus
and enter the middle house. This

door was locked until you rescued

Cody. You're just in time to see

Leona get abducted. Go to the

Armor Shop and walk right until

You see Leona for the first time when you enter

this house in the poor sector of Decatus.

you reach the water. Walk down
along the shoreline and then right

three steps. Press the A Button to

talk to the hidden shopkeeper.

Purchase the Time Bomb at the

hidden shop and walk up along the

green path on the right side of the

poor section of Decatus. Stand in

Find the hidden shop and purchase the Time
Bomb. You must have Cody in your party.

front of the indentation in the wall

and use the Time Bomb. Now you
can enter the exclusive rich section

of Decatus and go to the house
behind the Weapon Shop. Take a

rest and restore your party’s energy.

The next morning, Leona willjoin

you in your quest.

Use the Time Bomb on a small section of wall

outside the wealthy sector of Decatus.
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© SUPER PUNCH-OUT!!
HOW DO I REACH THE SPECIAL CIRCUIT?

T o pound it out in the Special
Circuit, you must be unde-
feated in the Minor, Major

and World Circuits. This means
your fighter must have a record of
four wins and no losses in all three
circuits. If you did this and you still

can't get to the Special Circuit,

erase the data in every file and try

again. Unlicensed game products
destroy your chance to fight, even
after you disconnect the device.

The Special Circuit is packed with the hottest
heavyweights in Super Punch-Out!!

CHAMPIONSHIP MOOE

I 4 CIRCUIT SELECT

MINOR CIRCUIT 4 Wins 0 Loss

MAJOR CIRCUIT 4 Wins fJ Loss

HURT. 11 CIRCUIT 4 Wins U loss

-
• SPECIAL CIRCUIT

You must have a perfect record in the Minor,
Major and WorldCircuits to reach the top.

HOW DO I DEFEAT BALD BULL?

B ald Bull, the Turkish Terror
and Minor Circuit champ,
packs plenty of power in his

punch. The key to defeating the
heavyweight is to counter his attacks

with perfect timing. Soften Baldy up
with body blows and wait for his

charge attacks. Bald Bull has a three-

hop and a two-hop attack. \bu can
stop him if you counter with a Left

Body Blow on the last hop. Watch
Bull when he backs up to the rope—
did he hop backward three times or
just two? Now you know how much
room he has to charge forward.

HOW DO I DEFEAT THE MASKED MUSCLE?

Time things just right, and you can knock
this charging Turkish Toro to the floor.

Counter Bull with a perfectly timed Left Body
Blow on the last hop of his charge.

The trick to taming Bull is to count how far he
hops backward before he charges.

I
t's no secret that the Masked
Muscle doesn't fight fair.

Given the opportunity, he'll

spit in your eyes and temporarily
blind you, then charge with a bru-
tal head butt. Overcome these
dirty tricks by dodging Muscle's

Muscle blinds his opponents with spit. If this

happens, dodge until the effect wears off.

tactics, but when you do, hesitate
a brief moment before you hit the
Dodge button. For example,
when you see the message telling

the Masked Muscle to spit in your
eye, wait until he moves his head
back and puckers up before hold-

ing the Dodge button, then come
out punching. The dodge method
also works on the Head-Butt
attack. Wait until the Masked
Muscle lifts his leg before dodg-
ing left or right and countering
with your own tricky body blow.

Use the hesitation technique on the Masked
Muscle's charging Head-Butt attacks.
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m DONKEY KONG LAND

HOW DO I SAVE MY GAME?

Y ou can save your game by
spelling out "KONG" when
you complete a level. You

must collect the K, O, N and G let-

ters in one stage, not several stages.

Fans of Donkey Kong Country for

the Super NES might remember
that spelling out "KONG" in that

game gave them an extra life. Most
DKL players return to earlier, easi-

er stages to find all the letters and
save their game.

In each level are the letters K, 0, N, and G. Spell

"KONG" to save your progress.

Having difficulty in the advanced stages?

Return to an easy level and collect the letters.

HOW CAN I GET EXTRA LIVES?

Y ou pick up an extra life each
time you collect 100

bananas or a 1-up balloon.

One method to adding extra lives is

to revisit Level 1-2 repeatedly. As
you start the stage, run right and

Diddy be nimble, Diddy be quick! Run and jump to

nab this 1-up balloon in Level T2.

jump for the 1-up balloon. Enter the

bonus stage and collect two more
balloons, leave the bonus area,

pause thegame and press the Select

Button to exit the level. Re-enter

Level 1-2 and repeat the process.

Enter the Bonus area, pick up two more lives,

then pause the game and exit Level 1-1

You can quickly pick up three lives

each time you repeat the level.

Although thegame stops displaying

your heart totals when you exceed
twenty lives, you can keep adding
extra credits. Good luck!

The life meter goes up to only twenty hearts,

but you can keep adding credits.

TV

Q R" A FAtT FACT4m W 1 rWV ta M Redmond, WA 9807

BALLZ 3-D

Q: How do I enter the Hyper Mode?
A Press the A Button nine times on the

title screen (the screen will flash).

Now the game plays much faster.

CL How do I execute a Finishing Move?
A: Press Down three times when your

opponent has a life line of 2.5 life

bails or less.

OPERATION EUROPE

0; How do you bring up a Regiment's

experience level?

Defeat or force a stalemate on the ene-

my in battle.

Q: Can you make Allied Paratroopers in

the First Scenario?

A No. The French received little Allied

support during this engagement.

FIFA INTERNATIONAL
SOCCER

Q: Which teams are the best?

A: Italy and Germany.

0: Hey, the game didn't give me a

password! What's up with that?

You don't receive a password in

Exhibition Mode.
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Life holds no meaning for Spinal, save
for the clash of battle!

Fulgore returns for more battlefield

testing, and he's even more deadly!

COMBO

B. ORCHIDTHUNDER

He could've been a contender, but who
knows what will happen now?

Thunder is determined to find his miss-
ing brother, Eagle.

How much longer can Orchid conceal

her true identity and purpose?

AWESOME EIGHT
The carnage continues as eight of the original ten fighters take the KI tournament on
the road. Many of their signature moves have been retained, and the control

sequences have been simplified for the Game Boy version. Launch a Quick Punch or

Quick Kick with a tapon the A orB Button, and perform a Fierce Punch or Fierce Kick

by pressing and holding the appropriate button. There are no Medium blows.

7\ KILLER
Ink INSTINCT
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This icy alien hasn't given up his dream
of someday returning home.

Like its predecessors, KI for the Game Boy

has a multitude of combosjust waiting to be

discovered. They are executed in the same
way that combos are performed in the

arcade and Super NES versions of the game,

with openers, auto-doubles, linkers and
enders. Yes, there are even 21-hit Ultra

Combos, if you’re clever enough to figure

The mysterious Jago continues his

quest tor knowledge in a harsh world.



BIG TIME ACTION

Jago is still one of the fastest combatants
in the KI arena. The Laser Blade is cer-
tainly swift, but with his speed, basic
kicks (even Fierce Kicks) are sometimes
more useful than the special moves. The
Endokuken fireball has pretty good

speed, but its great-
"

] est advantage is its

size, which makes it
s

. ini * hard to dodge.

The Wind Kick will carry
you across the length of

the screen, an especially

quick move at this scale.

SPINAL

UCOMBO
Most of Spinal’s bag of fighting
tricks has been carried over to the

Game Boy version of the game,
including the Searing Skull and
the infamous Skeleport. The ever-

popular Footslide is here, too,

ready to knock your opponent for

a loop when all other attacks fail!

Even though his Fierce Kick is really

a second Fierce Punch, Combo has a
lot of variety, and you can fake-out
your opponent by switching from a

Powerline to a Rollercoaster in the
middle of your run! Other moves
include the Runstop, Knee K.O.,

Turn Punch and Cyclone.

Killer Instinct’s resident werewolf
returns at his slap-happy best, rip-

ping out his trademark Sabrespin,
Sabrecut, Flaming Bat and more.
He’s as fast as he ever was, and you

can even cut

InpHBnifeBIB loose with a Howl
r
°

|
to supercharge
some of his spe-

cial moves!

You still need to use the Power Devour,
to absorb any projectiles hurled at you,
before you can throw a Searing Skull at

your opponent.

A Quick Punch jump-in attack followed by

,

Quick Kick auto-double should give you a ft

hit Super Combo. Punch, jab, jab, body blov Even if you fail to start a combo with the Sabre-
roll, you're still in a good defensive position.
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With moves like the Lasaken, Ichi

Ni-San, Flik Flak, Fire Cat to name
just a few, special operative B.

Orchid could give a certain British

run for his money!

It's hard to see the difference between
the regular and low Fire Cat attacks, so
the element of surprise is on your side!

have as many spe-

al moves as some of the other war-
riors, but when combined, they are

particularly devastating. You can

use the Liquidize maneuver to

strike in front of or behind your
opponent, while the Ice l ance is

handy lor fending off most any
mid-level or airborne attack.

T1 le SI i< k kwave is powerful,but

it leaves you vulnerable.

Having no less than eight

special moves pro-

grammed into his Game
Boy form, Fulgore is one of
the best equipped K1 com-
batants. You can throw
from one to three Laser
Storm bolts, Plasmaport
your way around your
opponent, Reflect projec-

tiles off your
body and
C y b e r d a s h

across the

screen—and
that’s just the
beginning!

Fulgore's Laser Storm bolts are possibly

the fastest projectiles in the game.

Once you launch a

Shockwave, you won't
be able to move again

until after it hits the

target.

Fan favorite Chief Thunder blasts the

competition with the Triplax, Phoenix
and his signature Sammamish attack. In

addition, there is a mid-air Tomahawk
attack that will send you hurtling down
towards your hapless opponent, your
twin axes blazing with energy!
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RETURN

Meanwhile, on Luke's home planet
Tatooine, the mysterious bounty
hunter Boushh races towards
Jabba the Hutt's palace.

Siiperfietumoi the Jedi . Black Pearl Software is a trademark of TH Q Inc. ©1995
TH*Q Inc. .1995 LucasFilm Ltd. and LucasArts Entertainment Company. All riqhts
reserved. Used under authorization. Star Wars is a registered trademark and Return of
the Jedi is a trademark of LucasFilm Ltd. Licensed by Nintendo.

NONSTOP
1CTION
ghlights this new game
iat's based on the adven-

res of the most famous

arfighters in history.

d’Q has retained all five

sroes and II of the 19

ages from JVCs topnotch

jper NES game of the

ime name. The result is a

•markably deep and var-

d Game Boy entry. The

:tion doesn't let up as you
1scue Han Solo, battle

iperial forces on Endor,

jht the dark side of the

>rce, and finally destroy

e new Death Star!

In The Empire Strikes Back, Darth Vader captured Han?solb and
froze him in < arbonite. Rumor now has it that the gangsterJabflT
the Hutl is holding Han captive on the planet Tatooine. You'll
have to make your way across the deadly Dune Sea to Jabba's
hideout, battling sandworms and scavengingJawas on your way.
On the way, you’ll have to master the superjump. It’s the only wav
you’ll be able to climb the outcroppings suspended in air.
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SUPER RETURN
OF THE JEDI

An unlikely group of heroesjoins forces to fight the

evil Empire. Despite personal differences, all love

freedom and have dedicated their lives to battling

for it. They are roused to action by reports that the

Empire is building a new Death Star, bigger and
deadlier than the first. Each hero has a unique fight-

ing style and weapon. You’ll have to master them all if

you, too, want to defeat the Empire!

LUKE
I This one-time farm boy seeks
I the truth about his mysterious
1 past while spearheading the

rebel attack on the new Death Star. His

favorite weapon is a Jedi lightsaber that he
built himself.

LEIA ORGANA
While seeking Han Solo, Leia

disguises herself as the bounty
hunter Boushh and wields a

staff. When fighting as herself, though, she
prefers an Alliance-issue blaster pistol.

HAN SOLO
This one-time smuggler stuck

his head out for no one until his

friends in the Alliance pleaded

for his help in battling the Empire. He prefers to

fight with a modifietfCorellian blaster pistol.

CHEWIE

I

Gentle with friends but fero-

cious in battle, Chewbacca
wields a high-powered cross-

bow laser rifle. He is a sworn enemy of the

Empire, which once forced him and other

wooKies into bondage.

WICKET
I The small stature of this young
1 Ewok belies his huge heart. A
1 native of the forested moon of

Endor, Wicket battles the high-tech Imperial

forces with a low-tech bow and arrow.

JABBA’S GATE
Jabba has booby-trapped
the gate to his hideout with

giant balls diat spring from
the walls and ceiling. Keep
superjumping. When
you’re resting, stay out of

range of the balls.

I

Df^lllfCD T IOC You'll need all the help yoi^ i j if you want to defeat tne

1 HEART
']
Replenish your Health Sword by

j® HERO ICON
•
I

3P| Gain an extra life by grabbing

an icon of your current hero.

THERMAL DETONATOR
This potent power-up will

- -
.
- damage every nearby enemy.

,
iu can find

if you want to defeat tne Empire.

WEAPON POWER-UP
Grab this and your hero's weapon
will wreak more damage.

R2-D2
Mark a continuation point by
touching this astromech.

DIAMOND
Create a temporary shield

around your hero.

m
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Grab this heart and weapon
power-up at the end of the first

floor. On the top deck, break
through the floor to grab another
heart. You'll need it when you
fight Jabba!

[f\a h "it
Lit 1

- ^ - j
You’re definitely not welcome at Tatooine’s
most dangerous night club. Crushing hydraulic
plates, Gamorrean guards and trap doors are
just a few of the hazards to your health. If you
make it through to free Han from his carbonite
prison, the enragedJabba will dump Luke into
the dark dungeon of a gigantic rancor beast.

Fortunately, Luke’s lightsaber can deflect the
monster’s missiles.

Attack aggressively with the
lightsaber when the beast pauses.

Skip quickly to grab this heart before
the trap doors open wide.

Infuriated by the loss of his beloved
rancor beast, Jabba hauls
over the Dune Sea in

them into the Sarlacc’s

about battling Jabba’s
or the giant spiders,

hands full running
as you can

Imperial forces have shattered
the rustic calm of Endor by

building a shield genera-
that protects the

new Death Star from
starfighter attacks.

Arriving
Endor to destroy

the generator,

Luke, Leia, Han and Chewie
are spotted by Imperial biker

scouts. Luke or Leia must com-
mandeer a speeder bike and

stop the fast-moving scouts
before they can report the rebels’

location.

Sideswipe the scouts and grab hearts,
but don't run into a tree!
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HHIUjUI
The Empire got a lot more than it bargained for when it

built the shield generator on Endor. Angered by the

Empire’s high-handed action, the Ewoks join the rebels

and fight ferociously against the bigger, better-

equipped Imperial troopers. Armed only with a hand-
made bow and arrow, young Wicket clambers through

the treetop Ewok village in search of the generator. He’ll

have to move fast to avoid the fatal flora and fauna,

which include giant lizards and insects, as well as tree-

trekking troopers. Fortunately, many enemies give up
extra-energy hearts when defeated. At the top of the

first tower, Wicket will find an extra life.

lIHUtflHHUHII
Han and Chewie sneak into the shield generator, but instead of a

quick victory, they run into a clever trap laid for them by the

Emperor! Imperial troopers, proximity grenade launchers and
defense drones are all gunning for

the rebels, who will have to find their

way through a maze of tunnels and
shafts. Deep inside the--generator,

they’ll be able to find and destroy the

power conduit

Pursued by Imperial TIE fighters and blasted by laser

cannons, Lanao must let nis intuition guide him to the

power core.

PWiMMSBlI
Sensing the good that is still in his father, Darth Vader, Luke returns

to the Death Star. His intuition proves right but he mustnow defeat

the Emperor Palpatine and his guards in order to escape the Death
Star. Meanwhile, the destruction of the shield generator has made
the Death Star suddenly vulnerable. Aboard the Millennium
Falcon, Lando Calrissian and
Nien Nunb seize their chance
and hurtle toward the Death
Star’s power core. They must
destroy the core to defeat the

Empire!

Putting his trust in the Force to look

after him, Luke will often have to leap

into empty space.

Luke will have to move quickly if he
wants to stay ahead of the swarming
guards!
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retrieve

You'll be

FRIENDLY FIREI

DEFEND!
DEFEND!

Defender’s premise may be
simple, but this classic side-

scroller is tough! You fly

around a planet defending life

pods from slow-moving invaders.

The invaders try to pull the

pods into outer space, and you

can’t let that happen. If they

reach the top of the screen,

invaders merge with the stolen

pods and morph into super-

charged, kamikaze menaces thatram into your ship. To save your
pods, your ship and your- game, shoot the invaders before they
reach the top of the screen, then rescue captured pods. Save
your smart bombs until you really need them.The play is true to

the arcade, but it has

tricks not found in the

original. The chaos of

the coin-op version has

been captured, and on
Super Game Boy you
can change the colors.
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DEFENDER/
JOUST

GOOD POINT
It pays toplay fast. If you take too long Dactyl, the dreaded dinosaur bird, will come
out. He's faster than a flying ostrich but not very maneuverable. Flap around in one
place when Dactyl's on the prowl and he'll send you back to the nest. Don't give up
hope if Dactyl's got you in his sights; it's hard but you can defeat him. Aim your lance

directly at his mouth and he'll get the point.

JOUST PROVES ITi

CHIVALRY ISDEAD
Joust is about more than just knocking your opponents off their

flying ostriches. It’s also about stomping on their eggs so that they

don’tcome back.The goal of thegame is simple to understand: Out-

maneuver enemy knights and hit

them with your lance. To win each bat-

tle, you have to fly a little higher than

the other guy. When knights collide,

the one on top wins. Unfortunately,

ostriches were not made to fly, espe-

cially with knights in armor on their

backs, so they must flap very hard and
they tend to tire easily. You may move
in to attack another knight only to

find your bird sinking quickly. Don’t

fly in low or your opponent will stick it to you. With each level, the

game gets harder. Some of the stone ledges disappear, meaning that

you’re in for a hot lava dip if you

can’t keep your bird in the air.
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Please answer the following questions on the postcard provided below, then enter our

Player’s Poll Contest by sending it in!

A. Please indicate, in order of preference, your five favorite Super NES games.
B. Please indicate, in order of preference, your five favorite Game Boy games.

C. Please indicate, in order of preference, your five favorite Virtual Boy games.

D. Which five products on the list are you most interested in playing?

E. How old are you? H. Which kind of poster art do you like best?

I . Less than 6 3. 1
2-

1 4 5. 1 8-24
| . Computer-generated game characters.

2.6-11 4.15-17 6. 25 or older 2. Hand-drawn game characters.

3. Other kinds of game art, like maps, charts or

landscapes.

F. Sex 4. Photos from movies.

I . Male 2. Female

G. What do you think of the posters enclosed with

Nintendo Power?

1 . 1 love them! I often rip them out and put them up on

the wall.

2. Tear my beloved Nintendo Power? Never! But I

still like the posters.

3. 1 don’t really pay attention to the poster.

1. Would you like more info on the poster?

1 . No, because I just like to look at the poster.

2. Yes. I want more info wherever 1 can find it!

3. I don't want much info on the poster but would
like a calendar poster once in a while.

|. Which style of poster do you prefer?

1 . Vertical, like most Nintendo Power posters are now
2. Horizontal.

3. 1 like both kinds equally.

Trivia question: In Super Return of the |edi, on what world do the Ewoks live?

Answers to the Player’s Poll - Volume 78

Name

Address

City State/Prov.

Member Number

A. Indicate numbers from 1-136 (from the list on the back of the card)

B. Indicate numbers 1 37- 1 93 (from the list on the back of the card)

C. Indicate numbers 1 94-205 (from the list on the back of the card)

D. Indicate numbers 1-217 (from the list on the back of the card)

E. I 2 3 4 5 6 F.

G. I 2 3 H.

I. I 2 3 I-

.Tel.

.Zip/Postal

Age

I. 2. 3. 4.

I. 2. 3. 4.

I. 2. 3. 4.

I. 2. 3. 4.

I 2

12 3 4

I 2 3

Trivia Answer_

BACK ISSUE / TIP BOOK
ORDER FORM

If you missed these classic Nintendo Power issues, don’t miss out now!
Prices listed include the cover price plus the cost of shipping and
handling.

Check or Money Order j MasterCard Visa

(Payable to Nintendo)

Did you know that you can get back
issues of Nintendo Power? Or special Tip

Books designed to make you a Power ani-

mal? Well, you can! Just fill out this card.
So what are you waiting for?
Fill it out. Detach it. Mail it. Here's the
address:

Nintendo Power Magazine
P.O. Box 97032
Redmond, WA 98073-9732

Credit Card Number Expiration Date



I Addams Family Values

Z The Adventures of Batman &
Robin

A. AAAHHIIII Real Monsters

Bassin's Black Bass-

2t Demon's Crest

23. Disney’s Aladdtn

24. Donkey Kong Country
25. Donkey Kong CountryZ Diddy's

Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story

Desert Strike

Swat Kats

Syndicate

Tecmo Secret of the Sters

Tecmo Super Bowl:Final Edtton

Tetris & Dr. Mario

Tiny Toons Wacky Sports

Top Gear 3000

Uncharted WatersNew Horizons

Uniracers

Urban Strike

Wario'sWoods
Whg»Gretzky and theNUBA

WCW Super Brawl

192 WWFRaw'
193. Zoop

Virtual Boy

131. Wolverine

132. World Heroes 2 Jet
133. WWFRaw
134. WWF: The ArcadeGame
135. X-Men: Mutant Apocalypi
136. Zoop

Game Boy

The Lion King

Looney Tunes B-ball

Madden NFL 96
Mario Paint

The Mask

Nintendo Power
P.O. BOX 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762

Quantity (Limit

5 of each issue)

#27653 Volume 62 (July '94)

#27654 Volume 63 (Aug. '94)

#27655 Volume 64 (Sept. ‘94)

#27656 Volume 65 (Oct. '94)

#27658 Volume 67 (Dec. '94)

#30144 Volume 68 (Jan. '95)

#30145 Volume 69 (Feb. '95)

#30146 Volume 70 (Mar. '95)

#30147 Volume 71 (Apr. '95)

#30148 Volume 72 (May '95)

#30149 Volume 73 (June '95)

#30150 Volume 74 (July '95)

#30151 Volume 75 (Aug. ’95)

#30152 Volume 76 (Sept. '95)

#30153 Volume 77 (OcL '95)

#20685 Set(Vol.1-6)
*

#24949 Set (Vol. 13-19)

#26641 Set (Vol. 20-25)

#27127 Set (Vol. 26-31)

#2840 Set (Vol. 32-37)

#32590 Set (Vol. 44-49)

#32591 Set (Vol. 50-55)

#33103 Set (Vol. 56-61)

U.S.

Price

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$4,50

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$4.50

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

Canadian

Price

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

Note: Issues and sets not on this listpre either sold out or available in i

limited quantities. Prices include shipping and handling.

#19687

#21121

#6979
#4405

#22403
#24330
#25013

#25956

#27919

#27646

#27645

#29022

#30142

#30143

#32587

#33340
#32923

#27642

#27643

Strategy Guides

Super Mario Bros.3 (Vol. 13) $4.50

Final Fantasy (Vol. 17) $4.50

Tip Books
The Legend of Zelda: Tips and Tactics $4.95

How to Win at Super Mario Bros. $4.95

Players' Guides

NES Game Atlas $18.00

Super NES $18.00

Zelda-A Link to the Past $18.00

Top Secret Password Book $18.00

Mario Paint $13.00

StreetFighterllTurbo $18.00

Zelda-Link's Awakening $13.00

Super Metroid $13.00

Final Fantasy III $18.00

Donkey Kong Country $13.00

Killer Instinct $13.00

Chrono Trigger $18.00

Stper Mario V\forid2toshi's Island $13.00

Graphic Novels

TheLegend of Zelda ComicBook $13.00

Super Mario Adventures Comic Book $12.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00

$25.50

$25.50

$25.50

$25.50

$17.50

$25.50

$17.50

$17.50

$25.50

$17.50

$17.50

$25.50

$17.50

$17.50

$16.00

Washington State residents add 8.2% sales tax (multiply subtotal by .0821. Offer valid while supplies Subtotal S

Sales Tax S

Total
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pRlZf 5 WINNER*

WWF SWEATSHIRT*

&NP CAp*

?fJHC\AY

ONTESI
kules

Sport the official gear

of the World

Wrestling Federation!

Poll response card or print your

name, address, telephone number,

Vol. 78, and the answer to the trivia

question on a plain 3 1/2" x 5” card.
.... .I,:- .jj

AMP WWF WRCtTUMANlV.
THE ARCAPE ~|
FOR VOUR W*
SUPERNES

[« fSSS'^ \FROM * 1 If ^ 1
>4«lainn \ s

One entry per person, please. All

entries must be postmarked no later

than December 1, 1995. We are not

responsible for lost or misdirected

mail.

On or about December 15, 1995, win-

S

ners will be randomly drawn from

among all eligible entries. By accept-

ing their prizes, winners consent to

the use of their names, photographs,

or other likenesses for the purpose

of advertisements or promotions on

behalf of "Nintendo Power" maga-

zine or Nintendo of America Inc.

(NOA) without further compensation.

Prizes are limited to one per house-

hold. Chances of winning are deter-

mined by the total number of entries

received. The ratio of prizes to entry

cards distributed is 56:1,000.000. No
substitution of prizes is permitted.

All prizes will be awarded. To receive

a list of winners, which will be avail-

able after December 31, 1995, send

your request to the address above.

GRAND PRIZE: The Grand Prize

Winner will win a WWF
Wrestlemania arcade unit. The win-

ner must provide a written release to

NOA. Estimated total value of all

(

prizes is S5.000. Some restrictions

apply. Valid only in the U.S. and

1

Canada. Void where prohibited by

law. Not open to employees of NOA,

its affiliates, agencies or their imme-

diate families. This contest is subject

to all federal, state and local laws

and regulations.

nriii h. nf IlvL

THlRP pRlZf 90 WINNER*
NlNTFNPO *
powrR jr
T-JHIRT*

*

NICFly PONFj



1 M R Y 005000001
2 HRA 00400000*
3 AAA 00382250 *

4 H L 00300000
5 M R M 00200000
6 AAA 00121250
7 AAA 00115500
8 MRF 00100000
9 K A L 00090000

Do you have a Killer Instinct? Can you
compete and survive against the best? Send
in your best Killer Combo scores and see
how you stack up against the competition.
Max out your Combo scores by selecting
your best fighter and using the two-player
mode. The top ten scores walk away with
four Power Stamps!

Rematch time! Super Punch-Out!! is so hot we
brought it back for another Pro Challenge. Ed,
one of the Game Counselors in Nintendo’s Call

Center, nailed a few knock-out times in Super
Punch Out!! Are you lean, mean and ready to beat
the E-Machine? Take the title by beating Ed’s time
of 0:09:84 against Mad Clown and 0:13:79 against
Nick Bruiser! Top ten heavyweights with the best
times win four Power Stamps!

Ten-hut! Listen up, space marine! Your mis-
sion is to finish the first level with a 100% score
in kills, items and secret areas. This should be
a simple mission, even for ajar head like your-
self! I want to see your best time. The lowest
times get recognition from the division com-
mander. The top ten marines with the lowest
time march off with four Power Stamps!

Go for the lowest time in the first level! You must have a
100% score in Kills, Items and Secrets to qualify.

ENTER TH
Be sure to include your name, address and Member Number on the back of your photo
when you send in your entry for one of our Challenges. All entries to the Challenges

printed in this issue must be received no later than December 15, 1995 to qualify for

the Power Stamp prizes. The players who best complete a Challenge receive four

Super Power Stamps for use towards the purchase of Super Power Supplies.

Nintendo Power Staff determines the selection of printed scores. Address your

entries to: POWER PLAYERS' ARENA
P.0. BOX 97033 REDMOND,WA 98073-9733
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Check it out...impressionist photography.

Notice how the brush strokes contrast with

the unique lighting...what? It's upside down?

Before you can enter one of the
challenges, you must first capture
your score on film. As many of you
know, this can be tricky. If you are
taking a photo of a Super NES, first

move your system near your televi-

sion so you can get a photo of both
the system ana high score at the

same time. Dim the lights in the

Kyle Rex of Waukegan, IL sent in a awesome
shot. While it didn't make the contest deadline,

it was too good to circular file.

room a little bit, then take a few pho-
tos without a flash. When you are
taking a photo of aGame Boy, place

it on a flat surface and take the
photo using natural light (NO
FLASH!). If you are using a game
enhancement device to get your
entry score, get a life, quit cheating,

and try again without one.

WILL K E. STOGNER

NATE TURNER

HYE YOON

MIN HUANG

SUZANNE PARENT

DOE MCWILLIAMS

SCOTT ISOKANE

CASEY FOSTER

CHRIS NOLAND

7

LUCAS PROPST

FAIRMONT. WV 4

FINAL FANTASY III

HOW MANY GENJI GLOVES
CAN YOU COLLECT?

Paleontologists recently unearthed this fan

tastic fossilized photograph. The creatorsof

this cave art were undoubtably skilled and

dexterous. Too bad they didn’t mail their

entry to us in time. Get the recognition you

deserve by mailing your high score prior to

the contest deadline. All entries for this

month's Arena must arrive at Nintendo of

America by December 15, 1995.

TITAN O’CONNELL

MARSHFIELD. VT

DEFF YEE

CALGARY. AB

DAMES CAIN

WASHINGTON CROSSING. PA ...

DASON CHAN

VANCOUVER, BC

DOSH COOK

MT. VERNON. KT

RON DOWNING

OVERLAND PARK. KS

DANNY GOODWIN

COLUMBIA, MD

GRANT KAMERICK

WHITTIER, CA

GARY KLUTH

DUNCANVILLE. TX....99

SILAS OTTMAN
ST. AUGUSTINE. FL....99

HORNG-BIN OU

INDY CAR CHALLENGE

Top Points in a Season

ZACK GERBOZY - HUDSON, Wl 466

STEVEN BOYD - RICHMOND, VA 372

KIRBY S DREAM COURSE

How many Gold Medals can you get?

RICHSAUTHER 8 MEDALS

Rich's name was omitted in Volume 75. but

we wanted to give credit where credit is due.

Great job, Rich!
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Slugs in sp
gastropod

Company JVC
Release Date November 1995
Memory Size 8 Megabits

ace? jVC boldly goes where no
has gone before.

Don’t expect the tanta-

lizing graphics and
music of the Super
Star Wars series. Big

Sky Trooper has the

look and feel of a

happy, colorful child’s

toy. The game play,

which involves mov-
ing from planet to planet to exterminate an infestation

of alien slugs, can best be described as action-oriented

with some simple adventure elements. Players interact

with F.I.D.O., the ship’s computer and various characters

on the planets. Items and power-ups found on the sur-

face add to your arsenal. Space combat is restricted to a
modified Asteroids-type shooter. This month’s Take 2
explores Big Sky Trooper for signs of intelligent life.

Well done for a young gaming audience. Big friendly characters.
^00 Sense of humor.

© Not complex enough for most gamers. Cute graphics won't appeal
to many players. Navigation between planets using beacons is

unnecessarily awkward.

Company Interplay
Release Date November 1995
Memory Size 24 Megabits

It's snot easy being green, but Boogerman
sticks to the job, not to mention the walls^
floors, ceilings, and your finger.

Snotty Ragsdale, a.k.a. Boogerman, plunges into one
sticky situation after another in Interplay’s Boogerman
for the Super NES. The game features platform action

in which the big B hops through obstacles, flicking

green chunks with wicked accuracy at enemies. If that

isn’t enough to stop the toxic terrors, Snotty mightjust
resort to belches or flaming farts. It isn’t likely that any-
one will mistake Boogerman for a Renoir or DiVinci.

On the other hand, green is the color of the nineties.

This isn’t a remake of the Genesis Boogerman from last

year. Interplay created new
stages, new graphics and
new sounds to take advan-

tage of the superior Super
NES hardware. Check out

the maps and tips in this

month’s Power review.

Fun graphics and gag animations. Good play control.

/k No great challenge. Hit detection ranges are small making someV jump moves difficult.
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3 Company Nintendo
Release Date November 1995
Memory Size 2 Megabits

Two more arcade classics charge into the
lists this month from Nintendo.

The Game Boy series

of arcade classics wel-

comes two of the most
distinguished arcade

games from the early

eighties—Joust and
Defender. The small

screen versions

include Super Game
Boy enhancements

for playing on the Super NES, but they look and play

like the originals in the black and white format, also.

Defender,just about everybody’s favorite, puts you in

charge of defending planets from invasion. Your
fighter zips over the horizon as incoming alien

marauders attack. Joust steps into a fantasy world in

which knights ride war-ostrichs in battles that range

over vertical platforms. Both games get classic cover-

age in this month’s Power.

Good play.

Simple graphics.

Company .JVC
Release Date October 1995
Memory Size 16 Megabits

Custom plays can give Emmitt Smith the
gridiron edge.

Emmitt Smith of the Dallas Cowboys knows a lot about

running plays, and with his endorsement of this Super

NES football simulation fromjVC, he can runon every

play.JVC adopted a Madden-like interface on the field

and in the selection screens. The big difference is that

you can create your own plays and save them for use

against other players or the computer. It’s a great idea,

but does it pay off? You’ll have to stop by this month’s

Sports Scene to find out

FIFA '96 SOCCER

M#
Ip to 5 Players ^

Company EA Sports
Release Date October 1995
Memory Size 16 Megabits

Get down on your knees and pray to the

gods of soccer, 'cause EA Sports has a new
FIFA on the pitch.

One of the best sports games hasjust become a little

better. FIFA ‘96 Soccer moves beyond the standards set

by FIFA ‘95 by creating even greater realism on the

field. Once you get into the pace of the matches in

FIFA ‘96, you’ll appreciate the A.I. and speed of play.

You’ve got a free ticket to the match of the day in this

month’s Sports Scene.

Realistic A.I. Lots of options. North American soccer teams included.

O The animation frame rate seems slightly low, but the actual on-

field speed of players is very realistic.

FOREMAN FOR REAL

Company
Release Date

.

Memory Size,

Acclaim
October 1995
16 Megabits

Big George "Feed me a horse" Foreman
fignts for honor and fast food endorsements
in Acclaim's new Super NES boxing title.

Limited perspectives have always been the bane of

videogame boxing simulations.The Acclaim solution

is to put one fighter in the foreground with his back to

you while the other is

face-on. If you want,

you can switch them
front to back every

round to make things

even. Not a bad idea.

The contenders to

George’s throne

come from a fictional

world of prize fight-

ers, but the competition is very real and fighters can

throw Super Punches and Combos to make a fast

comeback even when they’re behind. Will George

retain his heavyweight championship? You guessed it

Sports Scene has the answer.

Custom play-design feature. Battery backed-up memory for

ym saving plays.

© Graphics and play controls aren't up to the Madden standards. No
NFL licenses. No season play.

Fairly challenging. Good graphics.

Control often slows in the heat of the bout when you need it

© most. Super Punch control is awkward. George is too dominating

in the two-player mode.
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M Release Date November 1995
JjMU Memory Size 16 Megabits

Soccer from around the world takes a place
in your home.

Konami comes through
again with a classy bit of
soccer action for the Super
NES. ISS Deluxe revisits

the large characters and
quick play of last year’s sur-

prise soccer champ and
adds better overall graph-

ics and a number of options. Fans who like their soccer
on an international stage and with a stiff dose of reality

need look no further, except possibly to FIFA ‘96. ISS
Deluxe feels and plays like real soccer. It’s also a challenge
because the computer player won’t give you any breaks.

If the A.I. is too tough to beat, though, you can bring in

three more players and go head-to-head-to-head-to-
head in a wild four-way. Don’t miss this month’s Sports
Scene review when International Superstar Soccer
Deluxe matches up with FIFA Soccer ‘96.

Good, though challenging, A.I. Good graphics. Good sound. Radar
'*0 screen to help passing.

O Very tough as IP vs. CMU at all but the easiest levels, regardless
of your opponent.

rC, jjiv

3 IEI Company Nintendo
Release Date November 1 995
Memory Size 4 Megabits

Down-sized, but still a killer, Kl for Game
Boy and Super Game Boy makes an awe-
some combo.
Rare pioneered the use of ACM techniques for Game
Boy earlier in the year with Donkey Kong Land. Killer

Instinct forGame Boy goes a step further.The reduced
color graphics still look 3-D and distinct in portable
form, and the animation is amazingly fast with respon-
sive controls. The level of fighting play control is the
true wonder of this mini mauler. Nine of the charac-
ters are included, but not all of their moves, proving
that there are some limits to what can be compressed
into a 4 megabit memory chip.

A true Game Boy tournament fighter with excellent play control.
Enhanced Super Game Boy sound and color.

O Some cool moves are missing. Not nearly as complex as Super NES
or arcade version. Fewer control buttons results in simpler play.

%- V*' Company EA Sports
AA4 0 Re *ease Date October 1995
mr Memory Size 12 Megabits

Madden is back and packed to the upper
deck with pro football fun.

The Madden series continues for the fourth year with
Madden ‘96 from EA Sports. This year’s Madden fea-

tures teams that can be customized through trades of
real players or newly made players, but the most radi-

cal difference is the Practice Events options under the
Front Office selection. Players participate in 14 events
and drills to hone their football skills. For all of the
changes, and the final standings, look to this month’s
Sports Scene.

All relevant player and team licenses plus stats from Topps.
r Some great options. Improved graphics and controls. Sophis-

ticated and fun for the dedicated football fan. Up to five eligible

receivers on the field.

O Pass-catching A.I. seems to favor the computer. Some stadiums
have worse graphics than others.

Company Williams
AAA Release Date October 1995

Memory Size 32 Megabits

The tournament continues with new pre-
tenders, rivals and champions trying to
unseat Shao Kahn.

With the arrival of MK3, the question arises, are you a
fighter or just a sack of guts ready to be split open,
frozen, burned, turned into a polar bear, teleported to

higher levels or beaten to a bloody pulp? Fighters will

rejoice. The game that added Kombat Kode fun to the
arcades does the same thing in style on the Super NES.

If you reach Shao
Kahn, you’ll find

A out how he really

feels about you.

And if you read

this month’s Kode-
packed review,

you’ll find out how
to make Kahn eat

mortal pie.

Excellent graphics. Kool Kombat Kode feature. New characters.

^0 Very close to the arcade game.

A.I. is VERY hard on Very Hard. Confusion of story plots.
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Company EA Sports
Release Date October 1995
Memory Size 16 Megabits

SECRET OF EVERMORE

O'?
Company Square Soft

Release Date November 1995
Memory Size 24 Megabits

The best just got better. The NBA experi-

ence comes alive from the front office, to

the bench, to the court.

The biggest adventure since Secret of

Mana takes you out of this world and out

of your mina.

Realistic video basketball defied programmers for

years, butEA Sportsmade a great stab at it last year with

the first NBA Live title. This year, NBA Live ‘96 pushes

even further and winds up with the most realistic b-ball

experience ever. Improvements to the A.I. and full trad-

ing and player cre-

ation options give ‘96

the edge over the

competition. Not
only is it realistic, it’s

fun. This month’s

Sports Scene goes to

the hoop.

Square Soft’s first American developed game uses the

same mechanics as Secret of Mana. The game pro-

gresses through four worlds, each based on a particu-

lar theme such as the age of dinosaurs, the span of

human history, the gothic age, or the future. Players

control either the boy or his dog, using weapons, teeth

and alchemy formulas to fight the legions of baddies

and dungeon guardians. Epic Center explores the vast

worlds of Evermore in this issue. If you like Mana or

The Legend of Zelda: A Link To The Past, you won’t

want to miss this awesome epic.

C ^ Good graphics, sound and play control. Great story and variety

of play. Battery backed-up memory. 50 hours plus game time.

Alchemy battle system can be awkward. Simple A.I.

Improved A.I. Excellent animation. All the options you need to

customize play. NBA and player licenses.

Some computer players never miss.

On the ice or on the couch, NHL '96 scores
a hat trick.

Awesome control, animation and play options score the

hat trick for EA Sports’ new hockey classic. This year’s

NHL ‘96 for theSuperNES does everything right.Gone
are the days when hockey fans assumed the Genesis

version was superior to the Super NES game. It’s no
longer a contest Great graphics, sound and play con-

trol put thisgame in a league of its own.The animation

and sound are so good that they create the illusion of a

televised hockey match. Full options allow players to

face-off against each other or the computer, for an

exhibition or a full season. For the in-depth scouting

report, turn to this month’s Sports Scene review.

©
Best hockey graphics. Team and player licenses. Fighting option.

Colorado not in. Quebec is.

SPIDER-MAN & VENOM:
SEPARATION ANXIETY

\H/ ffl*
Ml!)

Company Acclaim
Release Date November 1995
Memory Size 24 Megabits

Spider-Man returns in a new web of

intrigue and action.

Acclaim’s latest Spider-Man may not break much new
ground, but it spins a web of action and danger. In these

13 stages, Venom must work with Spider-Man to stop five

symbiotes that will otherwise destroy Venom. Software

Creation’s awesome sound track may be the highlight of

the game from a tech-

nical perspective, but

the developers also

used some terrific

graphics including

rendered 3-D ele-

ments that appear in

the background. What
else is cool? Spidey has

his web-shooters and basic fighting moves. Venom has

web capacity, as well, plus an extendable fist. If there’s a

weakness, though, it is in the simplicity of the fighting.

O
9

Good graphics and excellent sound track. Two-player coopera-

tive action. Cameos from other Marvel characters.

Not much innovation. Simple A.I. No great challenges.
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SUPER RETURN OF THE JEdi
- -j v 1 .-J0

Company T*HQ
Piiliil

Release Date October 1995
JAilU Memory Size 4 Megabits

A long time ago. In a Game Boy far, far
away...

Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia and Chewbacca mustsave
Han, then destroy the new Death Star in this Game Boy
version of the classic Lucasarts title. T»HQ managed to

put most of the elements of the Super NES game into

this Pak except for the Mode 7 flying stages. Impressive.

The action begins on Tatooine on the way tojabba’s

Palace and moves on to the Forest Moon of Endor where
Wickett and his furry cronies must hamstring the

empire. Players choose to fight through the side-

scrolling stages as one of five hero choices. Although an
earlier version the game had no enhanced Super Game
Boy features, Super Jedi is now powered up with
enhanced borders and sound. Nintendo Powerjoins the
rebellion for an insider look this month.

Good graphics. Lots of action packed into a Game Boy Pak.

Loose play control. Not as challenging as the Super NES version.—

P

\
5 € / Company Tecmo
•A&J Release Date October 1995
'Sra!' Memory Size ....... 1 6 Megabits

Tecmo's best football game ever makes it

to the playoffs.

Tecmo Super Bowl III: Final Edition for the Super NES
pushes all the right buttons for a rousing football expe-
rience. With NFL and player licenses, it has the authen-
ticity of the real game. As for the options,Tecmo excels

at giving players as many options as they can handle,

including full seasons

with players controlling

teams manually or

from the sidelines as the

coach. Final Edition is

easier to play than

Madden ‘96 and looks

better. See the full com-
parison in this month’s

Sports Scene.

jf-v Excellent graphics and play control. A full lineup of options and
licenses. Battery backed-up memory. Full seasons. Quick learn-
ing curve.

® Limited number of plays. Fewer passing/receiving choices on the
field than Madden "96.

VIRTUAL LEAGUE BASEBAL
«4IJ

3 MilM Company Kemco
MjfriTi

Release Date October 1 995
iHRJi JiJiiEJ Memory Size 8 Megabits

First, baseball had the Major Leagues, then the
Little League. Now, there is the Virtual League.

Kemco gets a grand
slam off the Virtual Boy
with this 3-D, imersive

baseball game. The
teams may be interna-

tional, but the action on
the brilliant red dia-

mond is All-American.

Whether you’re eyeing

a 90 mile-an-hour fastball or running down a pop fly,

Virtual League Baseball presents a realistic baseball

experience. This month, Nintendo Power fills out the
box score for this 3-D sports game.

Good graphics. Good baseball mechanics.

Difficult to make defensive plays at the fence.

.inn ^
Company Ocean
Release Date October 1995
Memory Size 16 Megabits

Atollers are drowning, Smokers are laughing,
and you are steering toward destruction.

What could be more fitting than a company called

Ocean making a game called Waterworld? As it turns

out, puttingsome water in the game might have been a
good idea. This 3-D shooter uses nice sprite graphics in

a fairly open field of play. Aboard your triple-hulled

trimaran, all you have time to worry about is shooting
the Smokers before they reach the hapless, floundering
Atollers. Your boat can move in 360° or forward while

you attack, but speeds are slow and momentum carries

you over targets and into trouble unless you steer with
care. The game is basically an Asteroids-type shooter
with unlimited levels. It’s the same design as the arcade

game, but the Super NES game will have more variety.

Power immerses itself in the Virtual Boy title this

month.

Good background music.

Not much variety in play or graphics.
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Company Viacom New Media
Release Date October 1995
Memory Size 4 Megabits

like Tetris, by putting the action all around you. The four

sides of the playfield fill up with columns of colored

shapes that you have to blast with a similarly colored shot

Victory is achieved only if you keep the blocks from

overunning the central square, which isn’t easy. This

month’sTake 2 introduces you to the next puzzle obsession.

A new action puzzle to twist your mind into knots. Challenging. Not the usual Tetris clone. Jazzy soundtrack.

Zoop departs from the standard mold of action puzzles, Steep learning curve.

ortiHEADSHEAD
r iJ.IIIIJ:«IUJJ:l:lJUIrlJ M.lluhM I

BIG SKY TROOPER 3.1 3.0 3.1 3.3

BOOGERMAN 3.9 3.6 3.5 3.2

DEFENDER/JOUST 2.5 3.5 2.9 3.0

EMMITT SMITH FOOTBALL 3.1 2.9 3.1 2.8

FIFA ‘96 SOCCER 3.1 3.1 3.5 3.3

FOREMAN FOR REAL 3.4 3.0 2.8 3.0

INT’L SUPERSTAR SOCCER DELUXE 3.8 3.3 3.4 3.4

KILLER INSTINCT 3.7 3.2 3.4 3.4

MADDEN ‘96 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.0

MORTAL KOMBAT 3 4.6 3.2 4.0 3.6

NBA LIVE ‘96 4.0 3.2 4.0 3.6

NHL ‘96 3.6 3.3 3.5 3.2

SECRET OF EVERMORE 4.0 3.2 4.0 4.0

SPIDER-MAN/VENOM: SEP ANXTY 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.0

SUPER RETURN OF THE JEDI 3.4 3.0 3.0 3.1

TECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL ED. 3.5 3.3 4.0 3.7

VIRTUAL LEAGUE BASEBALL 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.0

WATERVifORLD 3.3 3& 2.4 2.8

ZOOP 3.0 3.5 3.1 3.1

*,

*,o

A, -ft,

*,©,

ADVENTURE

ACTION

ARCADE

FOOTBALL

SOCCER

BOXING

SOCCER

TOURNAMENT FIGHTING

FOOTBALL

TOURNAMENT FIGHTING

BASKETBALL

HOCKEY

ADVENTURE

ACTION

ACTION

FOOTBALL

BASEBALL

PUZZLE

mw
znnm If you like the same types of games as one of our

Power editors, then check for his or her seal of approval above.

Q Scott
Sports, Simulations, Adventures

k

Leslie
RPGs, Puzzles, Adventures

Jeff
Action, Sports, Fighting

Jon
Fighting, Simulations, RPGs

¥ Dan
Action, Adventures, Puzzles

Terry
RPGs, Simulations, Sports

I D S R Ratings

These Independant Digital Software Assoc, ratings

reflect appropriate ages for players. The cate-

gories include: EC=Early Childhood, K-A=Kids to

Adults, T=Teen (13+), M=Mature (17+), A=Adult

(18+), NR=No Rating. To contact the IDSA regarding

the rating system, call 1-800-771-3772.
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Wario lights up Virtual Boy in the first fire-breathing, foot-stompir
for the 3-D system. If you played the original;VV3rio

f
trahd for Super

at home With all the hat tricks, keys, bonus areas and special atta
Land takes you to a whole new dimension. The 3-D capability of

'

in several ways. Wario moves on several planes of actk

iorn-*

loaded trampoline's to pr<

background. In the.-most d

both into the room apfcfacross

three dimei

backgrouni

foes pop
foreground,

twice as careful, but

barging adventure
' feel right

„
Boy Wario

comes into play

lopping on spring-

f from foreground to

-D rooms, Wario moves
. Baddies also move in

come swinging out of the

they approach. Other
the background plane to the

this action going on, Wario has to be
las some great stuff to get him out of

the tight spots. The hats are the best. Strap on.grte of these
sombreros and watch Wario transform and gain super powers.

Of course, if Mario's rival gets bopped on the pate, he'll becoSejJ pathe& little dweeb until

he finds a power-up.

GRmes

Hi--

4
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/Vlf Mega Man wil1 never

' r,oc,T l00Pk die! At '•«» il I *A
^ - seems that nothing can keep I

W the Blue Bomber down, including Capcom's
\

^
" fjfi

canceled cancellation of the game. According to Greg Ballard, I
'

l
ry? Y'&S*, • -

President of Capcom U.S.A., "Mega Man XB represents Capcom's commit- 1 * dU

ment to the Super NES...and Mega Man's millions of fans." At Power, we include ourselves in the ranks

of fans. Mega Man X3 offers the first major innovation in the Mega Man series in years. Zero, the red robot

that Mega Man X rescued in his last outing, now returns as a constant companion as the two try to stop

r| a new fiend named Doppler. The innovation is that you can select and

4m 1 play with either Mega Man X or Zero at any stage of the game.

»

Lj^_ \
. "I Doppler's eight new reploids include Neon Tiger, Blast Hornet, Volt

* V • 5a Catfish and Tunnel Rhino. In all, players must battle through 12 regu-

4
lar stages and one hidden stage. Once again, Capcom makes use of

' ‘ 1

|i

;
‘

("T ' ts C4 chip to add to the special graphics power of the Super NES.

j
TOj&jgjgjgiguS Although Capcom hopes to release the game in November, chances

are that you won't find it in stores until December.
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That's gotta hurt! It's noymta
matter of slamming pile drivefsand toeholds. The
finished versiorvpf WWF: Wrestlemania

The Arcade dame just arrived and it ys

hotter than we imagined. The final Super

NES digitized graphics including the wild

> move animations rank up there with H||I|h|
1 Mortal Kombat 3. And the play isn't |!ml

SJ ^Qytal^n/p^pre^^Sv^UfT games.

The moves and combos give the game
mR great variety and a lot of humor. Doink

ffilSS the clown brings down the house vmhsUps^l the clown brings down the house

his aiitics. The digitized

' play-calling also helps

to bulfd on the ener
1

taking place in the

Whether you're a wrestling fan o

Next month. Power will take a closer look,

don't miss it.

When the Scooby gang shows up for a night of sleuthing in a haunted
shipwreck, you can bet that things will get out of paw.

Sunsoft originally designed

.•At.

this mystery adventure,

but sold it along with

the rest of its titl^tQ^

Acclaim. The Super
I:NES

game features a few origi-

nal ideas. .In the game,
Scooby and Shaggysearch
for clues, then bring the items ,to

E
;ddy helps out, with hints and
ns while Daphne hands out

nacks to keep the jumpy
:

ull of false courage. The big

of. course, is when th£ terrified Scooby leaps into

Shaggy's arms when jjjrJghost appears, or even a mouse.
Although most of the acti#£takes in side-scrolling areas, the map lay-

out exists in three dimensions. Most_of the action is simple, but the size of the
game makes Scooby Doo more interesting and involving than you might think.

The game also does a goo^ job of recreating the feel of the Hanna-Barbera car-

toon and there's a password fo^storind your progress.
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ga&Yi Although we're still waiting to

see the finished games, Disney Jnbefactive'Sent a care package of

shots including screens. from Toy Story the movie and some .Gargoyles art to

tide us over. Toy St&ry for the Super NES is said'to include graphics that were

ported directly from the movie. Since the movj^ is 'computer generated, the

game could borrow directly from it. Gargoyles, which we have pfeyed in an

early form, included excellent animation anddots of moves

for the gargoyle character. Gargoyles is scheduled to be

released in November, but chances are it won't show up in

stores until January. The same is true^ef :Pgcahojttas agd ;
- L

Toy Story. Don't be discouraged if you're waiting forThe*v,;iB^^W^HK; k'

titles. Disney is committed to making a hit on the 16-bit
*^ market 'L-felJt the develop-
(

'
J ment cycle is running jBT'^F

'

J*
about a month slower

W&- HP than expected. As for
^

next year, two terrific i

looking games are wait- #*

j 1 ing in the wings: Maui fli
apsr—, f 1 4BLjH* \ Mallard and Pinocchio.

j ,
wv "

FIRST LOOK
War 2410 from new licensee. Advanced ‘''Hat'S /;Productions, takes a page from Super * I

Conflict, the strategy game from Vic Tokai. In

this futuristic strategy game, the player moves his or her

mobile units across the map to attack or defend against the enemy.

When opposing units meet,

animated battle, view where
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?

GOLDENEYE
STEPS UP XO
NU 64/JsjjX-
Goldeneye, the jsfifttendo video game based on
the new Jam^j Bond movie, has 'tween trans-

formed during development from a l6-bit game
to an NU 64 title. Although this may sound like

a radical sfiift,ithe preliminary designs aDel-ini-

tial work'at Rare ii$es 3-D characters and art

that will fit perf^ctli’ on the new 64-bit system.
Obviously, \this Change will result in some
delays. The Super NES game was slated for a

winter release, but the Nintendo Ultra 64 sys-

tem won't be available until-.spring/ A Virtual

Boy version is alsrfln the works.

FINAf%TGHT 3
Capcom U.S.A. scheduled Final Fight 3 for a

November
release this

year, but at

publication
time for the

November issue

of Power, the

game hadn't

materialized
from Capcom Japan. When you count in pro-

duction and shipping times, Capcom will be
lucky to get the game to you by the holidays.

Assuming that they do succeed, what you'll get

is a scrolling fighter from the series that start-

ed the whole fad back in the 80's. Mike Haggar
returns to clean up Metro City with his pals,

Guy, who also will appear in Street Fighter Alpha

in the arcades, and newbies Lucia and Dean. The
biggest improvements from Final Fight 2 are that

one player can choose a two-player auto option
and each character has a Super Meter for spe-

cial attack moves.

I

I

£

1

V

D

NESTER’S FUNKY
BOWLING
Nester, the one-time bad boy of Nintendo
Power comic fame, returns to the gaming world
in his own Virtual

Boy title from

Nintendo. Finally,

bowling fans can

throw a strike

without putting

on ill-fitting

shoes. This ten-

pin knock-down

scores the frame-by-frame according to the

laws of bowling and the ball blasts the pins

according to the

laws of physics.

Although you

might expect

Nester to take

liberties with

the game and

end up rolling

down the lane

himself, Nester's Funky Bowling turns out to be
the serious sport disguised in a funky shirt.

WRITING ON
THE WALL
Bandai plans to milk its popular Mighty Morphin

Power Rangers for everything the license is

worth, and, apparently, it's worth a lot. Bandai

reports that it will follow up its MMPR Fighting

Edition game with an action game for Virtual

Boy featuring the morphing fiend-fighters. We
haven't seen the game yet at Pak Watch, but we
expect to see a version in time to put a shot in

next month's Power.

Spot goes to Acclaim could be the telling

title of the year.

Like many devel-

opers, Virgin
Interactive
joins the packed

bandwagon of

licensee compa-
nies that have

sold their Super
NES games to Acclaim for marketing and distri-

bution. In Spot Goes To Hollywood, the Big A picks

up a cool platform game with some unique
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graphics and humor. This Spot departs from the

previous game by adding stages with 3-D,

three quarter perspectives.

In Southern Cal, THQ continues its quest to

reduce every EA Sports title to fit the Game Boy

format. The latest conversions include NBA Live

'96, FIFA '96 and

NHL '96, all with

enhanced Super

Game Boy fea-

tures. All three

games arrived in

early versions,

and all three

showed promise.

NBA Live '96 wasn't running at full speed yet,

but the animatip/i looked smooth and the play

control already seemed .pretty sharp—a good
.sjgn that the final game will be good. For a

Game Bqy sport^litie, the options also seemed
very sophisticated. You can choose strategies

for your NBA team and select preset plays to

run.;AII|d:he teams andmostplayers are repre-

sents^, as welLIfcHQ, plans to release NBA Live

in late November or December. ,Just months

after NHL F95 was released^ T»HQ plans on

bringing out the sequel, NHL '96.\Tfcie''v£rsion

received at Pak Watch was still unfinished, but

it looked Similar to NHL '95 although perhaps a

bit faster! That's not surprising as both games
come frohq the development team Probe.

FIFA Soccer '96, another Probe project, also

came to us jn an early form. The Super Game
Boy enhanced sound was terrific and the ani-

mation was surprisingly sophisticated, evert, at

this early stage. This is truly an Internationa

Pak, with English, German, French, and Spanish

language options available. We'll take another

look at these three sports games when they're

done, but it looks like any of them would make

a nice portable addition to your sports library.

RELEASE
ffNEGISI

Breath of Fire II

Cutthroat Island

DKC 2: Diddy’s Kong Quest
Earthworm Jim 2
Final Fight 3
Frank Thomas: “Big Hurt” Baseball
Gargoyles
Ken Griffey Jr, MLB2
Mechwarrior 3050
Mega Man X3
Mortal Kombat 3
Mutant Chronicles
Pocahontas
Revolution X
Scooby Doo Mystery
Secret of Evermore
Spawn
Super Mario RPG
Toy Story
Urban Strike
War 2410
Whiz
WildC.A.T.S.
WWF Wrestlemania: The Arcade Game

frtth\

toy
Jack Bros.
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers
Nester’s Funky Bowling
Virtual Boy Wario Lana
Waterworld

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Winter ‘96

Winter ‘96

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Winter ‘96

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Winter ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

FIFA Soccer ‘96

Mortal Kombat 3
NBA Live ’96

NHL ’96

Super Return of the Jedi
Zoop
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them to your collection! They contain these exciting reviews:

Volume 62 (July '94): SuperStreet Fighter II, Brealh of
Fire, Disney's TheJungle Book, Liberty or Death, Tetris 2,

Double Dragon V.Tarzan (Game Boy),Space Invaders,

Jeopardy Sports!

Volume 63 (Aug. '94): Stunt Race FX,Lord of the Rings-
Vol. 1, King of the Monsters 2, The Death and Return of
Superman,An American Tale Fievel Goes West,Sonic
Blastman 2, Disney’s Beauty and the Beast (NFS), Cool Spot
(Game Boy), Itchy&Scratchy in Miniature Golf Madness,
Robo Cop vs. Tlie Terminator(Game Boy).

Volume 64 (Sept. '94): Mortal Kombat 1 1, Super
Bomberman 2, Pocky& Rocky 2, Blackthorne, Aerobiz
Supersonic, Vortex,Shein's Revenge,Taz-Mania (Game Boy),

The Makingof Donkey Kong Country, Killer Instinct

Preview.

Volume 65 (Oct. '94): Super Punch Out!!, Final Fantasy III,

Maximum Carnage, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers (Super
NES), Pac Man 2, Illusion ofGaia, Brain Lord, Mega Man V
(Game Boy), Mortal Kombat II (Game Boy), Yogi's Gold
Rush, Donkey Kong Country preview, Cruis'n USA preview.

Volume 66 (Nov. ‘94): Donkey Kong Country,Sparkster,
Earthwormjim, Final Fantasy III, IndianaJones'Greatest

Adventures, Super Adventure Island II, Wild Snake, Contra:
The Alien Wars (Game Boy), Killer Instinct preview. Mortal
Kombat 11 codes.

Volume 67 (Dec. '94): Demon'sCrest, Earthwormjim, Zero
the Kamikaze Squirrel,Super Return of thejedi. Uniracers,

Tin Star, Wario's Woods (NES), Samurai Shodown (Game
Boy), Wario Blast (Game Boy), Casino Funpack (Game Boy).

Volume 68 (Jan. *95): The Lion King, Robolrek, The
Adventures of Batman& Robin, Pit fall:The Mayan
Adventure,Street Racer, StarTrek: Starfleet Academy,
Animaniacs,NBAJam (Game Boy), Daffy Duck: The Marvin
Missions, Madden '95(Game Boy).

Volume 69 (Feb. '95): Mega Man X2, Kirby's Dream
Course,The Lion King (Part 2), Sports Scene, Wolverine,

seaQuest DSV, Desert Strike: Return to the Gulf(Game Boy).

Super Punch Out!!, Donkey Kong land preview.

Volume 70 (Mar. ‘95): NBAJam Tournament Edition,

Metal Warriors,Speedy Gonzalez, Tetris& Dr. Mario.

Hagane.The Incredible Hulk, Bubsy II, King Arthur&The
Knights ofJustice preview, EarthBound preview.

Volume 71 (April '95): StarGate,Spider-Man:The Animated
Series. Addams Family Values, TheLion King, SportsScene,

Mario’s Picross, NBAJain Code Special, Latest Newson the Ultra

64, Banana Bucks, Secret of Evermore.

Volume 72 (May '95): Kirby's Dream Land 2, True Lies.

Justice League Task Force,The Flintstones, Warlock. Porky
Pig's Haunted Holiday, Fatal Fury Special,PGA European
Tour, Mortal Kombat III Sneak Preview, X-Band Modem,
Nintendo Power Online.

Volume 73 (June ‘95): WeaponLord, EarthBound, Star Trek:

Deep Space Nine.

Dirt Trax FX. Super Turrican 2, Prehistorik Man,)ungle
Strike, Rise of the Phoenix,SNES Killer Instinct Sneak
Preview, Virtual Boy, Life Fitness, Ultra 64 revealed.

Volume 74 (July ‘95): Donkey Kong I and,Judge Dredd.
Nosferatujungle Strike, Animaniacs, Power Instinct,SWAT
KATS, Power Rangers-The Movie, World Heroes 2Jet, E3
Report, ACM Programming,Sports Scene,RPGs injapan.

Volume 75 (August ‘95): Virtual Boy Special, Mario's
Tennis, Galactic Pinball, Teleroboxer, Mario Clash, Yoshi's

Island:Super Mario World 2, Street Fighter II, Phantom
2040, Ninja Gaiden Trilogy.Judge Dredd, Arcade Classics,

Earthwormjim,ChronoTrigger, Secretof the Stars, Digipen
Game Programming College.

Volume 76 (September '95): Killer Instinct, Doom, Red
Alarm, VB Golf.Castlevania: Dracula X.The Mask, Dragon:
The Bruce Lee Story, Galaga/Galaxian, Donkey Kong land
2, The Syndicate, Chrono Trigger, Romance of die Three
Kingdoms IV, H. Lincoln & M. Arakawa profile.

Volume 77 (October *95): Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's

Island, Batman Forever, Primal Rage, AAAI 1H!!! Real
Monsters Mega Man 7, Vfcrtical Force, Panic Bomlx-r,

Aladdin (Game Boy), Civilization, Secret of Evermore,Super
Mario RPG preview, Sports Scene.

Use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order Form in this issue to
order past Nintendo Power issues and books, or call our
Consumer Service department at 1-800-255-3700 to

the Intro Party in

NU 64

the Nintendo Ultra 64. Our up-link from the

Shoshinkai show near Tokyo on November
23-24-25 will feature photos and exclusive

reviews of the first NU 64 games ever

played. Plus, you’ll see the top secret NU 64

controller! (Of course you’ll also get power’s

inside story in the January issue.)

Check out the action in America Online’s Odeon
Auditorium on Thursday, November 23rd, at 9:00 am
and Friday, November 24th, and Saturday, November
25th, 1995 at 7:00 pm, Pacific Standard Time.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


